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I. OBJECTIVES 

The overall objective of this report is to evaluate the Grant County Tier 2 Arizona 

Water Settlements Act proposal.  The Tier 2 proposal is attached as Appendix A.  That 

proposal centers on the construction of a recreational reservoir in the vicinity of the Fort 

Bayard Medical Center.  The general location studied is shown on Figure 1, Vicinity Map.  

Specifically, this report documents the work completed in fulfillment of the following tasks.  

 Evaluation of two prior reports by John Shomaker and Associates, Inc. (JSAI) and 

verification of calculations contained in those reports, including water storage 

volumes, evaporation, and runoff quantities related to three reservoir sites on two 

different creeks. 

 Review and summary of the Grant County Tier 2 proposal, prepared by Engineers 

Inc. 

 Evaluation of the maximum storage volume that could be provided by a reservoir 

to be constructed on Twin Sisters creek, west of the Fort Bayard Medical Center, 

and north of Highway 64. 

 Preparation of preliminary high level cost estimates. 

The original scope of work between the Interstate Stream Commission (ISC) and 

Bohannan Huston Inc. (BHI) included evaluation of the Tier 2 proposal for the City of 

Bayard, which was related to the Grant County proposal in that treated effluent from the 

regional wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) was to be used for irrigation under the Bayard 

proposal, with excess being sent to a recreational reservoir comprising the Grant County 

proposal.  The City of Bayard withdrew their application in May 2013 and the scope of work 

for this study was thus altered.  This report, therefore, includes a summary of documents 

related to the City of Bayard proposal, but it does not include an independent engineering 

evaluation, since their application was withdrawn before this work was to be completed. 

This report is written in a format consistent with Bureau of Reclamation Appraisal 

Level Investigations.  This level of report seeks to inform and seek public input, provide 

alternatives and recommend an alternative.  The appraisal level represents 10 percent of 

design level. 
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II. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Under the terms of the 2004 Arizona Water Settlements Act (AWSA), up to $128 

million of funding is available, and allocation is provided for up to 14,000 annual acre-feet 

(AF) of Gila water rights to utilize water in a four-county region in southwestern New Mexico.  

The four counties are Grant, Luna, Hidalgo and Catron.  ISC accepts and evaluates 

proposals for use of water and available funding to New Mexico under the AWSA.  The four 

criteria listed below were used to evaluate Tier 1 proposals.  Forty-five Tier 1 stakeholder 

proposals were reviewed by the ISC; of those, twenty-one met all four criteria and are 

eligible for further evaluation in Tier 2. 

1. Whether the proposal is for the “New Mexico Unit”, a “water utilization alternative” 

or both. 

2. Describe how the proposal will meet a water-supply demand in the Southwest New 

Mexico Water Planning Region. 

3. Describe how the proposal considers the Gila environment and describe how any 

negative impacts might be mitigated. 

4. Describe how the proposal considers the historic uses and future demands for 

water in the Southwest New Mexico Water Planning Region and the traditions, 

cultures and customs affecting those uses. 

This document summarizes three reports related to the Grant County Tier 2 AWSA 

application.  The reports pertaining to the Grant County Tier 2 proposal are listed below. 

A. “Preliminary Hydrogeological Evaluation of the Grant County Reservoir and Water 

Reuse Project, Near Fort Bayard, New Mexico,” John Shomaker & Associates, 

October 2011. 

B. “Assessment of Potential Hydrologic Impacts from Proposed Reservoir(s) Near 

Fort Bayard, New Mexico,” Shomaker & Associates, September 2012. 

C. “Grant County AWSA Tier 2 Application,” by Engineers Inc., October 2011. 

The Grant County Tier 2 proposal is for a reservoir, to be constructed on Twin Sisters 

Creek, to be used for recreation, reuse, and possibly municipal use.  Water might also be 

released to the stream alluvium downstream of the reservoir for recharge of the aquifers that 

supply the Fort Bayard and Santa Clara well fields.  

In addition, four reports were reviewed that are related to the City of Bayard 

application, and those summaries are included in Appendix B.  The City of Bayard Tier 2 

proposal was for reuse of treated effluent from the regional wastewater treatment plant for 
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irrigation of parks and ball fields.  The excess effluent was to be delivered, under the Grant 

County proposal, to the proposed reservoir.  The reports that are summarized in Appendix B 

are listed below: 

 “City of Bayard New Mexico Phase 2 Effluent Reuse Project, Preliminary 

Engineering Report,” Trumm Engineering, March 2010. 

 “City of Bayard, New Mexico Regional Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Master 

Plan,” Molzen-Corbin & Associates, April 1998. 

 “Geotechnical Engineering Services Job No. 1-10909 Filter/Pump Building and 

200,000 Gallon Water Tank, Bayard, New  Mexico,” Trumm Engineering, October 

2011.

 “City of Bayard, New Mexico, Arizona Water Settlement Act Tier 2 Funding 

Proposal,” dated December 14, 2011.
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III. REPORT SUMMARIES 

A. “PRELIMINARY HYDROGEOLOGIC EVALUATION OF THE GRANT COUNTY 

RESERVOIR AND WATER REUSE PROJECT, NEAR FORT BAYARD, NEW 

MEXICO,” JOHN SHOMAKER & ASSOCIATES, OCTOBER 2011 

This report was prepared in support of Grant County’s Tier 2 Application.  The 

objectives of the report were to: 1) determine if the Grant County reservoir and water reuse 

project is feasible, 2) provide recommendations for further developing the concept, and 3) 

identify any fatal flaw elements of the proposed project. 

This report summarized reservoir sizes, volumes, stage elevations, and lake 

evaporation rates.  JSAI also calculated stormwater runoff for each site, summarized 

geologic conditions, groundwater flow, groundwater quality, and potential recharge zones.  

Water rights for the tri-city area (Bayard and Fort Bayard, Santa Clara and Hurley) were 

summarized, as were water demands based on groundwater pumping.  The report 

estimates potential uses for treated effluent including park irrigation and aquifer recharge, 

and quantifies those potential uses. 

JSAI considered the hydrologic feasibility of developing a reservoir under the following 

scenarios: 1) reservoir filling from storm water runoff, 2) reservoir filling from treated effluent, 

and 3) reservoir filling from the existing potable water supply.  One water source or all three 

water sources combined could be used.  The findings of this report are summarized as 

follows: 

 The topography is suitable for all three potential reservoir sites, except that Site 3 

is limited in area. 

 The geologic units underlying the three sites consist of low permeability rocks that 

would limit seepage from the reservoir footprint. 

 Average annual stormwater runoff from the watershed area above the potential 

reservoir sites was estimated at 70 acre-feet per year (AFY) for Twin Sisters Creek 

and 110 AFY for Cameron Creek.  Lake evaporation was estimated at 50 in. per 

year. 

 Reservoirs could be built in both Twin Sisters Creek (Sites 1 and 2) and Cameron 

Creek (Site 3) drainageways.  Sites 1 and 2 are very similar and either site would 

be feasible for a reservoir 15 to 90 acres in size. 

 Reservoir size at Site 1 or 2 would be limited by the source and quantity of water 

available.  The best use of water sources would include reservoir filling with 1) 
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storm water and potable water from Fort Bayard, or 2) storm water and treated 

effluent.  The main difference between proposed water sources is the potential 

uses allowed by the NMED and availability of water sources.  Appendix B to this 

report contains the NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau Guidance for above 

ground use of reclaimed domestic wastewater.  This guidance document states 

that Class 1A (the highest quality) reclaimed wastewater may be used for any 

purpose except direct consumption, food handling and processing and spray 

irrigation of crops.  This would preclude, for example, recreational uses such as 

fishing and swimming.   

 Filling the reservoir with fresh water sources would result in a reservoir 

approximately 25 acres in size and up to a 90-acre reservoir when considering the 

contributions of treated effluent and stormwater. 

B. “ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL HYDROLOGIC IMPACTS FROM PROPOSED 

RESERVOIR(S) NEAR FORT BAYARD, NEW MEXICO, JOHN SHOMAKER & 

ASSOCIATES, INC.,” SEPTEMBER 12, 2012 

The objective of this report was to perform a hydrologic analysis of the Grant County 

Tier 2 AWSA proposal and quantify the potential hydrologic effects on downstream wells 

from the creation of the reservoirs and from infiltration of treated wastewater to the water 

table. 

The three proposed reservoir locations are 1) Twin Sisters Creek (Site 1 or 2 - 

approximately 130 acres, with storage volume of 3,300 AF) and 2) Cameron Creek (Site 3 - 

6 acres, with storage volume of 53 AF).  The reservoirs would be filled with some 

combination of stormwater and treated effluent.  Proposed releases of effluent to the stream 

alluvium downstream of the reservoirs would be a minimum of 70 AFY in Twin Sisters Creek 

and 26 AFY in Cameron Creek. 

The primary concerns are the potential impacts to the source of water supply 

downstream of the proposed Grant County reservoir in Twin Sisters Creek.  The City of 

Santa Clara owns and operates the Twin Sister Infiltration Gallery located in Twin Sisters 

Creek directly north of Highway 152.  The City of Bayard well field is located in the Cameron 

Creek drainage southwest of town.  Based on available data, the City of Bayard wells are 

suspected to yield groundwater from the saturated alluvium along Cameron Creek and the 

underlying Gila Conglomerate. 
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There are three primary geologic units in the area: 1) alluvium along Twin Sisters and 

Cameron Creek drainages, 2) Gila Conglomerate, and 3) low-permeability bedrock units.  

Stream alluvium widths and depths vary significantly along the Twin Sisters and Cameron 

Creek channels, from the proposed reservoir sites, south to the Lone Mountain Aquifer 

system. 

The Lone Mountain aquifer system is composed of stream alluvium and Upper Gila 

Conglomerate (cemented sand and gravel with some intervals containing silt and clay).  The 

aquifer system is bound by lower-permeability rocks and is no more than 300 ft in thickness.  

Well yield can be several hundred gallons per minute but varies significantly according to 

saturated thickness.  The direction of groundwater flow is generally from north to south.  

Depth to water across the study area varies from 10 to over 50 ft below ground level (bgl).  

JSAI used a groundwater model to calculate potential reservoir seepage and hydraulic 

response of the aquifer to infiltrated treated effluent.  Site 2 was selected for analysis 

because it is the largest of the three proposed sites.  The Mimbres Basin model developed 

by JSAI in 2006 was used.  The groundwater model does not provide enough detail for 

evaluation of travel time in the saturated alluvium; therefore, Darcy’s Law was used to 

estimate groundwater velocity.  Using an average expected tracer velocity range of 11 

ft/day; the groundwater travel time from the proposed reservoir in Twin Sisters Creek to the 

closest City of Bayard well would be approximately three years.  

The estimated mixing of stormwater to treated effluent is 1 part effluent to 3 parts 

stormwater.  The treated effluent is expected to be treated to recharge quality.  The mixed 

water would travel downstream in the alluvium in Twin Sisters Creek drainage and then 

infiltrate where the alluvium thickens in the Cameron Creek drainage.  Once infiltrated, the 

mixed water will commingle with groundwater in the Lone Mountain Aquifer system.  Given 

the dilution, no significant water quality effects from the treated effluent are expected in the 

groundwater wells. 

The proposed reservoir site would temporarily reduce downstream recharge, by 

collecting stormwater that would otherwise infiltrate downstream.  This would be temporary 

until the reservoir fills to the design spill level.  Based on JSAI’s calculations, the change in 

potential recharge downstream of the reservoir would be equal to the calculated stormwater 

inflow of approximately 120 AFY from Twin Sisters Creek less the calculated seepage of 60 

AFY.

The groundwater flow model was also used to simulate drawdown resulting from 

pumping the Bayard well field at 300 AFY and changes in recharge (60 AFY).  The model 
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predicts that the decreased recharge to the Bayard Well Field will result in approximately 20 

ft of drawdown over a 40 year period.  The recharge will increase downstream of the 

proposed reservoir if stormwater is bypassed. 

The results of the JSAI analysis were as follows. 

a. Stormwater runoff above potential reservoir Site 2 is estimated between 70 and 

178 AFY. 

b. Model calculated seepage, considering maximum stage, is 60 AFY.  The seepage 

rate will depend on footprint area and reservoir stage.  Model simulated seepage 

rate is 0.46 ft/yr. 

c. Groundwater travel time from potential reservoir Site 2 to the Bayard Well Field is 

three years.

d. Groundwater quality at the Bayard well field is not expected to change. 

e. A 60 AFY decrease in recharge will occur if stormwater is impounded in the 

reservoir.  A 60 AFY increase in recharge will occur if stormwater runoff is routed 

around the proposed reservoir. 

f. A 60 AFY decrease in recharge at the Bayard Well Field results in 20 ft of model 

simulated drawdown over a 40 year time period.  Adding treated effluent to Twin 

Sisters or Cameron Creek without capture of stormwater runoff for reservoir filling 

would recharge the Lone Mountain Aquifer and significantly reduce aquifer 

dewatering and drawdown. 

C.  “GRANT COUNTY AWSA TIER 2 APPLICATION,” BY ENGINEERS INC., OCTOBER 

2011

The Grant County Tier 2 application describes using treated effluent (in excess of that 

proposed for irrigation by City of Bayard) for additional reuse on County facility, recharge 

and filling of a recreational reservoir.  The report stated that 550 AFY of treated effluent is 

currently being discharged to Chino Mines Tailing Pond 7.  

The proposed project is described in three phases: 1) preliminary design of 

conveyance, 2) construction of effluent conveyance from Bayard WWTP to Fort Bayard, and 

3) determination of feasibility of a multipurpose reservoir. 

The application describes the permits and/or easements needed for a proposed 

pipeline from the WWTP to the irrigation and reservoir sites.  The affected owners include:  

Cobre Consolidated School District, New Mexico Department of Transportation, Grant 
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County, New Mexico Property Control Division, Village of Santa Clara, Fort Bayard Medical 

Facility, and the United States Forest Service. 

The application lists the following as increases to available water supply for the region. 

1. Proposed reuse would reduce demand for potable water by 135 AFY by irrigating 

parks and recreational facilities with treated effluent. 

2. Santa Clara would be able to withdraw the full 241.9 AFY from water rights 

available on Twin Sisters and would not be subject to the current physical 

limitation of 80 to 95 AFY of withdrawal.  This would provide more than 147 AFY of 

additional water supply per year.  

3. By recharging the Bayard and Santa Clara well fields, the project would sustain a 

reliable water supply of 39 AFY for Bayard and 272.9 AFY for Santa Clara. 

This application describes the Fort Bayard Medical Center water system.  The Center 

encompasses approximately 468 acres and is supplied from springs about seven miles 

north of the Center.  Of 282 AFY of water rights available, 43 AFY are to be used for 

irrigation of a national cemetery adjacent to the center.  The springs are piped to an existing 

500,000 gallon water storage tank, from which water is pumped to a 300,000 gallon 

elevated storage tank, which provides gravity water service to the customers.  The stated 

capacity of the pump station is 750 gpm. 

The Fort Bayard system represents an available water resource to the region, 

although needed improvements have been identified.  Those improvements include fencing 

and protection of the spring sources from potential contamination and tampering and 

rehabilitation of the elevated storage tank.  Backflow prevention is also needed at several 

locations. 

The report provides a table of potential irrigation locations, totaling 135.1 AFY 

demand.

The report states that “it is projected that 700 to 800 AFY of effluent will be generated 

per year.”  This is much higher than any other reports state.  Trumm (the author of the 

Bayard Tier 2 proposal) projected 0.524 MGD (approximately 587 AFY) in the year 2020 

from Bayard and Santa Clara.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF GRANT COUNTY PROPOSAL 

The three reservoir sites identified in the reports by JSAI were reviewed for viability, 

and the runoff storage and evaporation calculations were verified.  Two proposed sites were 

located on Twin Sisters Creek, and one proposed site was shown on Cameron Creek.  A 

fourth reservoir footprint was examined by BHI, representing the maximum viable storage at 

the Twin Sisters location.  The four sites are shown on Figure 2, Potential Reservoir Sites. 

A. INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION OF CALCULATIONS 

BHI was tasked with independently verifying the calculations that JSAI completed on 

the Grant County Reservoir and Water Reuse Project.  These calculations range from 

computing drainage basin areas and runoff to finding storage volumes of potential reservoir 

sites. 

1. EVAPORATION

JSAI determined that the lake evaporation rate for the potential reservoirs was 50 in. 

per year based on the SCS Map for Gross Annual Lake Evaporation for New Mexico (1972).  

BHI measured a distance from the state border in Google Earth to the project area in 

question.  Using the scale on the SCS map, the distance found in Google Earth was 

measured to locate the correct lake evaporation rate.  Fifty inches was confirmed as an 

appropriate lake evaporation rate.   

2. RESERVOIR VOLUMES

BHI verified the reservoir volumes that were calculated by JSAI and also identified a 

maximum reservoir volume that could be stored in Cameron Creek in the area west of Fort 

Bayard Medical Center.  This is represented by Reservoir Site 4 in Figure 2. 

JSAI stated in their report that they determined the potential reservoir sites by using 

topography.  The maximum reservoir stage elevations were estimated and do not account 

for dam design factors.  JSAI did not clearly state in their report what source they used for 

the elevation data.  Because the source of elevation data and method used were not stated 

in the report, BHI contacted JSAI to clarify these items.  JSAI reported that they used the 

National Elevation Dataset and UTM coordinates to calculate their volumes with the average 

end area method, measuring the area at a 10 ft elevation interval.  JSAI used raw metric 

NED data in the UTM Zone 12 coordinate system to draw the contours that were used to 
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calculate the volumes.  JSAI’s report included both the total reservoir volume at each site, 

as well as a stage-storage relationship for each reservoir location.   

BHI calculated the storage volumes in ArcGIS 10.1 using the 3D Analyst and Spatial 

Analyst Tools to process 30 meter Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from BHI’s 2005 

statewide mapping.  The coordinate system BHI used was the NAD 1983 State Plane New 

Mexico West.  Each potential reservoir site was clipped out of the overall DEM for the whole 

project area.  The reservoir storage volume was then calculated as the volume of the 

surface below the maximum reservoir stage elevation.  There were differences between 

JSAI and BHI’s calculations, which are discussed in the following paragraphs, but nothing 

that substantially altered the calculated values. 

Table IV-1 displays the values calculated by JSAI and BHI for the three potential 

reservoir sites identified in the JSAI report and also a maximum storage site on Twin Sisters 

Creek.  BHI calculated smaller storage volumes on each of the potential reservoir sites.  Our 

calculated volumes are approximately 10 percent smaller on both of the sites on Twin 

Sisters Creek and approximately 30 percent lower than JSAI’s for Site 3 on Cameron Creek.  

The difference is primarily due to differences in methodologies for calculating the volumes 

and in accuracy of the mapping.    

3. HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS

JSAI delineated two different watersheds to be used in their hydrologic analysis:  the 

Twin Sisters Creek and Cameron Creek watersheds.  BHI delineated the same drainage 

basins using ArcGIS 10.1 and Arc Hydro Tools to verify JSAI’s calculations.  The results for 

the watershed areas were very similar and are listed in Table IV-2. 

In order to verify JSAI’s estimated runoff from the watersheds, BHI downloaded land 

cover, soil and precipitation data.  Maps displaying this data are included in Appendix C.  

BHI used the National Land Cover dataset from USGS as well as SSURGO and STATSGO 

soil data to select curve numbers from Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds (TR-55) for a 

large area around the project site.  HEC-GeoHMS and Zonal Statistics were used to 

calculate an average curve number for each drainage basin.  JSAI used parameters from 

the Soil Conservation Service (1973) to determine their curve numbers.  The curve numbers 

JSAI and BHI each calculated for Twin Sisters Creek Watershed and Cameron Creek 

Watershed are listed in Table IV-2. 

BHI downloaded precipitation data from the National Climatic Data Center for Fort 

Bayard, NM between February 1, 1897 and April 5, 2011.  This was the entire period with 
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available records.  Daily precipitation values were used along with the basin curve numbers 

to calculate the annual runoff from the Twin Sisters Creek and Cameron Creek watersheds.  

BHI calculated initial abstraction and estimated runoff using the SCS equations, as did JSAI.  

Assuming that only storms with precipitation greater than the initial abstraction, 0.6 in., 

produce runoff, BHI calculated the average storm producing runoff to have a precipitation of 

0.97 in. as shown in Table IV-3.  A storm larger than 0.6 in. occurs on average six times per 

year.

4. RESULTS

The following tables summarize the parameters used by BHI and JSAI to calculate 

runoff, storage volumes and evaporation, and the results of independent calculations. 

Table IV-1: Summary of Storage and Evaporation 

Surface Area (AC)  Storage (AF) Evaporation 
(AFY) 

BHI JSAI Max
WSE BHI JSAI BHI JSAI 

Site ID Watershed (ft) 

Site 1 
Twin
Sisters 81.7 89.8 6,100 1,636 1,856 340  374 

Site 2 
Twin
Sisters 124.8 132.5 6,090 2,996 3,297 520 552 

Site 3 Cameron  5.3 6.2 6,100 37.0 52.9 21.9  26 

Site 4 
Twin
Sisters 318.5 N/A 6,080 14,103 N/A 1,327   N/A 

Table IV-2: Comparison Summary of Key Parameters 

BHI JSAI 

Parameter Unit 
Twin Sisters 

Creek 
Watershed 

Cameron 
Creek 

Watershed 

Twin 
Sisters
Creek 

Watershed 

Cameron 
Creek 

Watershed 

CN n/a 77 77 75 75 
S Inches 2.99 2.99 3.33 3.33 
Ia Inches 0.6 0.6 0.67 0.67 
Q1 (runoff) Inches 0.04 0.04   
Watershed area Acres 7,380 11,550 7,380 11,550 
Q2 (Volume per 
storm) 

AF/storm 25.41 39.77   

Q3 (Volume per 
year)

AFY 152 239 70 110 

Explanation of parameters: 
CN is the runoff curve number 
S is the potential maximum retention of water by the soil in equivalent inches over the drainage area 
Ia is the initial abstraction including surface storage, interception by vegetation and filtration prior to runoff, in inches 
depth over the drainage area 
Q1, Q2 and Q3 are runoff inches and volumes over the drainage area, as qualified in parentheses 
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Table IV-3: Precipitation Data 

Average Storm Precipitation (Inches, only 
storms with precipitation > 0.6 inches 
included in average) 

0.97 

Minimum Annual Precipitation (Inches) 3.41 
Maximum Annual Precipitation (inches) 31.08 

B. STORMWATER RUNOFF MANAGEMENT 

Based on groundwater modeling conducted by JSAI, it is important that the natural 

storm runoff be diverted around the recreational reservoir to continue recharging 

downstream as this affects the groundwater wells serving Bayard and Santa Clara.  

However, natural storm runoff is often laden with sediment which should be mitigated before 

either combining with the “clean” water held in the recreational reservoir or discharged 

downstream.  To prevent this, BHI recommends a stormwater detention facility be 

constructed upstream of the recreational reservoir, designed for the 100-year storm event. 

This facility will allow sediment to settle out of the stormwater before releasing the runoff into 

the recreational reservoir.  As water from a storm event is released from the detention pond 

into the recreational reservoir, an equal amount of water will be released from the 

recreational reservoir into the creek from the dam to the downstream creek.  The 

recommended locations for stormwater ponds to detain natural runoff for each watershed 

are illustrated on Figure 3.  The analysis to size these ponds is described below. 

1. METHODOLOGY

In order to size a detention facility, a runoff hydrograph is required to establish the 

runoff volume and associated detention pool size.  BHI used the SCS Unit Hydrograph 

Method to analyze the peak runoff rates for Cameron Creek and for Twin Sisters Creek.  

This analysis was performed using the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Hydrologic Modeling 

System, Version 3.5 (HEC-HMS).  The SCS Unit Hydrograph Method requires input of the 

following:  drainage basin areas, runoff curve numbers, time of concentration and lag time, 

and a 24-hour rainfall hyetograph.  The drainage basin areas and runoff curve numbers that 

were used are shown in Table IV-2. 

2. TIME OF CONCENTRATION AND LAG TIME

In accordance with the SCS Unit Hydrograph Methodology, the times of concentration 

for the basins were calculated using the Upland Method for the portions of each basin that 

lack a defined stream channel, as indicated by a blue stream line on the USGS quad map, 
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and the Kirpich Formula for the reach of the basin that has a defined channel section.  The 

Upland Method is used for un-gullied watersheds with overland flow and shallow 

concentrated flow regimes.  Both Twin Sisters Creek and Cameron Creek exhibit flow paths 

with a short length of overland flow and a length of shallow concentrated flow upstream of 

the defined stream channel.  The Upland Method requires an estimate of the velocity of 

sheet flow and of shallow concentrated flow, which was performed using Figure 3-10 of the 

NMDOT Drainage Manual.  The velocity plotted on Figure 3-10 is a function of the basin 

slope and land use/flow regime.  The time of concentration calculations are provided in 

Appendix C.  The lag times were calculated using the calculated time of concentration value 

in equation 3-99 from the NMDOT Drainage Manual, which equates the lag time to 0.6 times 

the time of concentration.  The HEC-HMS model requires the lag times in order to estimate 

the peak flow runoff for Cameron Creek and for Twin Sisters Creek.  These lag times are 

listed in Table IV-4. 

3. 24-HOUR RAINFALL DEPTHS

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Precipitation 

Frequency Data Server Atlas 14 (NOAA-14, Volume 1, Version 5 – the most current 

available rainfall data) 100-year, 24-hour rainfall depth in the center of the project area is 

4.13 in.  The SCS Unit Hydrograph Method requires a hyetograph for input into the HEC-

HMS model.  A hyetograph was created from the peak rainfall depths for the 100-year storm 

which was then incorporated into the HEC-HMS model to generate the rainfall runoff.  The 

modified NOAA-SCS rainfall distribution and NOAA precipitation data are provided in 

Appendix C. 

4. STORMWATER DETENTION FACILITY SIZING

The stormwater detention facilities for Twin Sisters Creek and Cameron Creek were 

sized in order to detain the 100-year, 24-hour storm as long as possible in order to allow the 

sediment to settle out, while allowing the storm volume to be released within 96 hours in 

accordance with the Office of the State Engineer Rules and Regulations Governing Dam 

Design, Construction and Dam Safety NMAC 19.25.12.  The stormwater detention facility 

volumes and outlet configurations are listed in Table IV-4.  The stormwater detention facility 

volume calculations are provided in Appendix C. 

The drainage basin areas, runoff curve numbers, lag time, and 24-hour rainfall 

hyetograph described above were input into the HEC-HMS model in order to optimize the 

detention facility volume and outlet configuration.  The peak runoff flow rates and total runoff 
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volume calculated in the HEC-HMS model, along with the detention volume and outlet 

configuration are listed in Table IV-4.  The HEC-HMS model output is included in Appendix 

C.

Table IV-4: Hydrologic Analysis Results 

Drainage Basin Lag Time 
(min) 

Peak
Runoff 
Flow 
Rate 
(cfs) 

Total
Runoff 
Volume

(AF) 

Detention 
Volume

(AF) 
Outlet 

Configuration 

Twin Sisters Creek 
Watershed 72.69 3,664 1,174.0 493 3-48” RCP 

Cameron Creek Watershed 62.79 6,266 1,847.8 680 5-60” RCP 

5. EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

Due to the fact that the stormwater detention facilities will release water into the 

proposed recreational reservoir sites, an emergency spillway will be required.  Per OSE 

Dam Rules and Regulations, dams are classified based on their hazard potential which in 

turn determines the criteria for sizing their emergency spillways.  Both the Cameron Creek 

and Twin Sisters dams would be considered high hazard dams.  Failure or mis-operation 

would probably cause loss of human life given there is development downstream of each 

dam site.  As a high hazard dam, the facility must be able to safely pass the runoff from the 

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) resulting from the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) 

occurring in the watershed.  To estimate the PMF for each dam, a factor of nine was applied 

to the 100-year flow.  This factor was based on the average ratio between the probable 

maximum flood peak flow rate and the 100-year peak runoff flow rate for two dams in the 

Albuquerque area:  the Pino Dam and the Embudo Dam.  This approach provided an 

appraisal level estimate of the PMF which was then used to determine the required size and 

cost of the emergency spillway to pass the PMF.  Costs are discussed further in Section 

IV.F.1.

For Twin Sisters Creek, the emergency spillway is sized for 33,000 cfs and is 

assumed to be concrete, 8 in. thick, 420 ft wide at bottom, 10 ft deep with 6:1 side slopes 

and extending to downstream toe of dam.  For Cameron Creek, the emergency spillway is 

sized for 56,000 cfs and is assumed to be concrete, 8 in. thick, 496 ft wide at bottom, 12 ft 

deep with 6:1 side slopes and extending to downstream toe of dam.  These assumptions 

form the basis for the cost assigned in the cost estimates. 
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C. NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

The no action alternative will not result in any changes to current practices regarding 

water resources or the recreational opportunities for the area.  Overall there are declining 

groundwater levels in this area.  According to the Trumm PER for the City of Bayard Phase 

2 Effluent Reuse Project, estimated drawdowns indicate that the existing well fields for 

Bayard and Santa Clara will not be capable of meeting municipal demands through 2040.  

As such, the no action alternative is not considered viable.    

D. VIABLE ALTERNATIVES 

The alternative that has been investigated consists of a recreational reservoir, to be 

constructed in either the Twin Sisters Creek or Cameron Creek with an earthen dam. 

Four alternative locations for the reservoir have been identified and are compared in 

the following sections.  These sites are listed below with their calculated storage volumes at 

maximum water level. 

a. Twin Sisters Site 1 (1,640 AF) 

b. Twin Sisters Site 2 (3,000 AF) 

c. Cameron Site 3 (37 AF) 

d. Twin Sisters Site 4 (14,000 AF) 

1. PROJECT FEATURES

The following paragraphs discuss the features that together comprise the proposed 

project. 

a) Reservoir

The primary project feature is a recreational reservoir to be constructed with an 

earthen dam.  Four sites have been investigated for that dam, three of which are located on 

Twin Sisters Creek and the fourth which is located on Cameron Creek.  Figure 2 displays 

the four proposed sites. 

The reservoir will be constructed with a sediment pond upstream, which will collect the 

natural runoff from the watershed and allow settling prior to water flowing to the recreational 

reservoir.  Because it is important that the natural flow be returned to the stream, the 

amount of water entering the sediment pond from runoff will be measured so that an equal 

amount can be discharged from the dam.  This continued natural flow down the creek is 

critical to recharging the aquifer from which the local area wells draw water.   
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b) Pipeline 

A supply pipeline will be routed within the existing right-of-way for Calle de Las 

Palomas, which is the access to the Fort Bayard Medical Center.  The roadway will need to 

be extended approximately 1,500 linear feet past its current termination point.  This 

proposed pipeline alignment will allow use of the existing right-of-way to the extent possible 

and will allow access for recreational use to the reservoir.  In such a way, this alignment 

represents maintenance and construction access for the pipeline and dual use as an access 

road to this new recreational feature, the reservoir.  The pipeline is discussed further under 

the Water Supply and Recommended Alternative sections of this report. 

c) Pumping 

Water will be pumped from Highway 180 (approximate elevation 6,010 ft) to the 

reservoir (maximum water surface elevation 6,090) from a pipeline in the right-of-way for 

Highway 180.  Based on 3,000 AFY of supply (1,857 gpm) and 105 ft of total dynamic head, 

a 75 hp pump would be required. 

2. WATER SUPPLY

The reservoir will be filled with NMAWSA water from the Gila River through a 

proposed pipeline in the public right-of-way for Highway 180.  A pipeline extension will be 

required from Highway 180 to the Grant County reservoir.  That pipeline would be 

approximately 4,400 linear feet in length, and based on a flow of 3,000 AFY (1,857 gpm) 

and a maximum velocity of 5 fps, it would be 14 inches in diameter.  This pipeline is 

discussed in greater detail under the “Recommended Alternative” section of this report. 

3. BENEFITS

The recreational reservoir will offer opportunities for area residents to engage in 

fishing, boating, camping, picnicking, and other day use activities. 

In general, the proposed improvements increase the available water supply in this 

region, which is experiencing declining groundwater levels.  The water delivered from the 

Gila Basin and stored in the recreational reservoir could be used to meet municipal 

demands for Fort Bayard, Santa Clara, Bayard, and Hurley, and it could also be discharged 

for recharge of the Bayard and Santa Clara well fields.  Santa Clara hopes to withdraw the 

full 241.9 AFY of their allocated water.  Currently, they are limited because they are re-

paying on over-appropriation from their Lone Mountain well field.  Recharge in Twin Sisters 

Creek would allow them to “prove up” their water rights.  
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The above benefits are discussed in the Tier 2 proposal, but under the scope of this 

review, were not independently investigated further.  Specifically, no groundwater modeling 

to estimate the effects of recharge was conducted by BHI, nor were municipal demands 

quantified, nor were water rights investigated. 

4. PRELIMINARY PROJECT COSTS

BHI prepared preliminary planning level cost estimates for all four sites.  The cost 

estimates are included in Appendix D and are summarized in Table IV-5, below.  Costs 

shown in the table are before NMGRT.  Unit costs are based on BHI’s construction cost 

library of bid tabulations, as well as published unit cost data from the City of Albuquerque 

and New Mexico Department of Transportation, except for the stormwater detention facility 

cost.  The stormwater detention facility costs are based on a graph of dam storage vs. cost 

per acre-foot for previously constructed detention facilities.   

Table IV-5: Estimated Reservoir Costs 

Site No Site Name Construction Non-
Construction Total 

Site 1 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6100) $11,035,596 $1,965,695 $13,001,291 
Site 2 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6090) $13,623,082 $2,392,193 $16,015,275 
Site 3 Cameron Creek (Max Elevation 

6100) $10,259,586 $1,814,034 $12,073,619 
Site 4 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6080) $21,054,091 $3,618,655 $24,672,746 

In addition to the reservoir costs shown above, the estimated cost of a supply pipeline 

and booster pump station is $927,000, including non-construction costs and NMGRT.  

The Grant County proposal presented preliminary costs for a dam for Site 2 which was 

assumed to be 400 ft in length, 30 ft high, with a spillway 50 ft in length.  The height to the 

spillway was assumed to be 24 ft with apron 25 ft long.  The construction cost, with 

contingencies, was presented as $3.37 million.  BHI’s estimate for Site 2 is significantly 

different than that given by Engineers Inc.  This is primarily due to the assumed size of the 

dam.  BHI’s estimate is based on a preliminary grading plan and includes a 1,741 long, 91 ft 

high embankment with a 25 ft top and 4:1 side slopes.  As described above, Engineers 

Inc.’s estimate was based on a much smaller dam.  A significant cost factor, which is not 

specifically addressed in the Engineers Inc. proposal, is stormwater management.  Based 

on BHI’s preliminary analysis, the stormwater detention facility for Site 2, before construction 

contingencies and non-construction costs, is estimated at $6.4 million. 
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5. COST SHARES

The cost per acre foot of water of each of the proposed reservoir sites, including the 

pipeline and booster station cost, is given below in Table IV-6. The costs used include 

construction contingency and NMGRT. 

Table IV-6: Project Cost per Acre Foot 

Site No Site Name Volume (AF) Cost/AF 
Site 1 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6100) 1,636 $9,070

Site 2 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6090) 2,996 $6,029

Site 3 Cameron Creek (Max Elevation 6100) 37 $374,216

Site 4 Twin Sisters (Max Elevation 6080) 14,103 $1,938

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

There has been only preliminary evaluation of the potential impacts to the environment 

conducted to date (the Engineers Inc. PER references a study by Parametrix which is not 

posted to the AWSA website).  What is known presently is that the proposed reservoir 

location would alter the existing habitat type (piñon-juniper shrub land) to create an open 

water area with surrounding wetland and riparian vegetation.  Wetlands are a valuable 

resource which can provide wildlife habitat, filter out contaminants, and provide flood 

protection.  In addition, suitable habitat may be present for the grey vireo, a New Mexico 

threatened species; but a full biological survey is needed to confirm this and if confirmed, 

develop a mitigation plan.  

The proposed project will be required to comply with NEPA and with US Forest 

Service requirements, which require 100 percent pedestrian surveys for cultural and 

biological resources and development of mitigation measures if such resources are 

discovered.  Additional regulations to which this project is subject include the following. 

 The Clean Water Act – A preliminary jurisdictional determination under Clean 

Water Act Section 404 – Permits to Discharge Dredged or Fill Material is needed 

and consultation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers if permitting for the project 

is required.  If an Individual Permit is required, the County will obtain a Section 401 

Water Quality Certification from NMED. 

 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Construction General 

Permit coverage is required to comply with Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act.  

Such a permit will be required since soil disturbance activities will exceed one 

acre.
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 Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act – A qualified environmental 

consultant must be retained to conduct a cultural resources survey. 

 40 CFR; Part 85, “Control of Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle 

Engines” – All vehicles and equipment are required to comply with air quality 

standards.  No hazardous air pollutant releases are anticipated from the 

construction of the proposed facilities.

 29 CFR 1926, an OSHA enforced activity, establishes standards for noise levels 

(85 decibels over an 8-hour, 4-day period).  Noise from the construction of the 

proposed improvements will be temporary and will not exceed this standard. 

With respect to water rights, any surface flows intercepted by the reservoir would be 

offset by releases from the dam.  For this reason, there are no water rights issues 

anticipated. 

The Tier 2 proposal states that the County would replant areas around the newly 

created reservoir to create new riparian and wetland habitat, providing mitigation for other 

ecological habitat impacts. 

The cost and work associated with environmental investigation of the recommended 

project is discussed later in this report. 

E. NON-VIABLE ALTERNATIVES 

The No Action alternative is considered non-viable as it will result in no changes to 

current practices regarding water resources or the recreational opportunities for the area.  

Overall there are declining groundwater levels in this area. 

The Grant County Tier 2 application presented the City of Bayard WWTP effluent as 

the source of supply water for the proposed reservoir.  Based on the withdrawal of the City 

of Bayard’s AWSA application, this alternative is not viable at this time.  In addition, treated 

effluent from the Bayard WWTP is not of acceptable quality currently for full body 

recreational contact such as swimming. 

Preliminary groundwater modeling to evaluate seepage from an area reservoir was 

conducted by JSAI.  Based on that desktop study, seepage will not result in a reservoir 

being non-viable for geological reasons.  However, physical testing will be required prior to 

design and further investigation could reveal geological or geotechnical conditions that 

would make a recreational reservoir non-viable. 

The Cameron Creek reservoir site is significantly smaller than any of the Twin Sisters 

Creek reservoir alternatives.  With a surface area of 5.8 acres and storage of 53 AF, this site 
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is limited in both its recreation potential and potential storage volume to be used for regional 

water demands.  Although this site is technically “viable,” it does not meet the objectives of 

the project and therefore was eliminated from further consideration.  In addition, the 

estimated cost per acre foot of water is 18 to 27 times higher than the other sites. 

F. RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 

The recommended project consists of the Site 2 reservoir on Twin Sisters Creek, a 

supply pipeline and booster station.  The recommended project is shown on Figure 4.  The 

proposed reservoir is approximately 3,000 AF in volume and 125 acres in surface area 

under the maximum water surface elevation of 6,090.  The reservoir would be constructed 

by building an earthen dam across the Twin Sisters Creek at a location west of the Fort 

Bayard Medical Center.  The proposed reservoir site is located on land owned by the U.S. 

Forest Service and Fort Bayard. 

Site 2 is recommended due to its size.  The surface area of 125 acres allows for 

considerable recreational opportunities, in close proximity to the ball fields and playgrounds 

that already exist in the area, and the location can be conveniently accessed from the 

existing Calle de Las Palomas, off of Highway 180.  For reference, Bill Evans Lake, located 

nearby and offering recreational opportunities such as picnicking and fishing, is 64 acres in 

area.

The source of supply water for the reservoir is assumed to be a pipeline within the 

existing right-of-way for Highway 180.  An extension off of this pipeline would be required to 

fill the Grant County reservoir.  Based on a flow of 3,000 AFY (1,857 gpm), and a maximum 

velocity of 5 ft per second, the pipeline should be 14 inches in size.  The alignment shown 

on Figure 4 utilizes the existing right-of-way for Calle de Las Palomas but requires 

acquisition of approximately 1,500 linear feet of right-of-way from the termination of the 

existing roadway to the proposed reservoir site.  This right-of-way could be used as access 

for recreational use of the reservoir.  The additional right-of-way crosses two parcels of land 

that are owned by Fort Bayard. 

Because the reservoir site is higher than the supply pipeline in Highway 180, a pump 

station will be required.  For the purpose of the cost estimate, a pump station for the Grant 

County reservoir, to be located at Highway 180 and Calle de Las Palomas, has been 

included.  A 50 ft square footprint is estimated to be required for the pump station. 

The estimated planning level cost estimate (construction only) for the project is $13.6 

million, which includes construction of the dam, booster station, pipeline and access road, 
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with provision for non-construction costs such as engineering, survey, environmental 

investigation, geotechnical investigation, and right-of-way services and acquisition.  

1. ESTIMATED COSTS 

a) Design and Construction 

Estimated costs for the proposed project, including planning, design, construction, and 

administration/oversight are summarized below: 

Table IV-7: Estimated Costs for Recommended Project 

Item Cost 
Reservoir Construction1 $13,623,000.00

Pipeline and Booster Station Construction1 $684,000.00

Design $858,000.00

Topographic Survey $47,500.00

Right-of-Way Easement Development $3,000.00

Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical 
Investigations 

$130,000.00

Land Acquisition Services $5,000.00

ROW and Land Acquisition $100,000.00

Construction Observation and Management $1,431,000.00

Subtotal $16,881,500.00

NMGRT $1,182,000.00

Total $18,063,500.00
1 includes 20% contingency 

b) Operating and Maintenance Costs 

The estimated annual Operations and Maintenance Costs are provided below. 

Table IV-8: Estimated Annual Operations and Maintenance Costs 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount 
Parts and Repairs (0.1% of Construction 
Costs) $14,306,000 % 0.10% $14,000

Equipment (10% of Parts and Repairs) $14,000 % 10% $1,400
Labor (1 full time operator) 1 LS $45,000 $45,000
Sediment Pond Maintenance (once every 
10 yrs) 1 LS $100,000 $10,000

Electrical Costs $657,000 kwH 0.05 $32,850
Miscellaneous training, insurance, etc. 12 month $1,000 $12,000
Total $115,250
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G. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. RECOMMENDED PROJECT

The recommended project consists of a 3,000 AF reservoir, the Site 2 reservoir, 

located along the Twin Sisters Creek, north of Highway 64, west of the Fort Bayard Medical 

Center, a pipeline to supply water from a supply waterline to be located in the right-of-way 

for Highway 180, and a booster pump station to pump water from Highway 180 up to the 

proposed Grant County Reservoir. 

The estimated project cost is $18 million, including environmental and geotechnical 

investigations, survey, design, land acquisition, construction and construction management. 

No long term negative environmental impacts are anticipated, in particular impacts to 

endangered species, although a full biological survey is required.  The proposal will enhance 

the natural environment by creating riparian and wetland areas which are potential habitats 

for species not currently found in this area. 

2. NEXT STEPS

For this project to continue, the next steps would consist of more detailed 

environmental, geological, and geotechnical investigations.  The environmental investigation 

should include field surveys, jurisdictional determination, and permitting.  Geological and 

geotechnical investigations should include physical sampling of subsurface conditions at the 

reservoir site in order to provide criteria for design.  Appendix F is a proposal describing the 

scope of geophysical investigation that would be required for the design of a dam.  

Provided the environmental and geotechnical investigations do not uncover any fatal 

flaws to the technical viability of the project, the next steps would be to secure permitting, 

easements, or land acquisition of the reservoir site, pipeline, and booster station. 

Once permitting, clearances and right-of-way or easements have been secured, 

design survey and design can commence, followed by construction and commissioning.  

The design and construction, while forming the bulk of the cost of the project, will likely 

require less time in the schedule than the pre-design activities. 

Figure 5 displays a conceptual schedule for the next steps associated with 

implementation of the Grant County Recreational Reservoir Project. 
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Grant County AWSA Tier 2 Application:

Executive Summary:

The Grant County recharge and reservoir project focuses on solving the existing and impending
water supply shortage for the Tri City area (Fort Bayard, Santa Clara, Bayard, and Hurley) by
incorporating unused treated effluent from the Bayard Regional WWTP. The reuse project will
recharge the primary aquifer supplying the region, replace potable water with treated effluent
for recreational and landscape irrigation, and possibly create a multi purpose reservoir.
Without this project the Tri City region will be forced to import additional sources of water from
other areas of the County or potentially the Gila River. Currently, the 550 ac ft/yr of treated
effluent is discharge at Chino Mines Tailing Pond 7 and evaporated or lost to seepage through
the tailings. Discontinuing the discharge to Pond 7 will benefit Chino Mines by reducing the rate
of seepage and cost of pollution control.

Grant County has proposed a project consisting of three phases: 1) preliminary design of
facilities to convey treated effluent for reuse and recharge, 2) construction of treated effluent
conveyance system from the Bayard Regional WWTP to Fort Bayard, 3) determine the feasibility
of building a multipurpose reservoir by developing a conjunctive source plan that identifies
water availability and the most efficient method for using “new water” from the treated
effluent, existing water rights, and existing water supply for the Tri City area (Santa Clara,
Bayard, and Hurley), and 4) construction of reservoir.

1. If the proposal would extend the water supply through conservation, or increase the
supply through development of new water,

a. Describe the location and verify the ownership of and legal access to lands related to the
proposal.
Exhibit 1 shows the project location. The project will be located in the vicinity of Bayard,
Santa Clara and Ft. Bayard in central Grant County. The City of Bayard will construct the
effluent pipeline from the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant to the Cobre High
School football field as the first phase of the Disposal Master Plan. From that point the
pipeline will run north through Cobre Consolidated School District Property to the US 180
right of way, cross to the east side of the highway and follow the highway right of way to
Twin Sisters Creek. From that point it will run north along the creek, first through Grant
County Property and then through State Property (Ft Bayard Medical Center), to the
boundary with US Forest Service (USFS) land. A lateral pipeline will be provided for Santa
Clara use running through existing Village right of way (Oak Street). Another lateral will be
provided for use of effluent by the State (Ft. Bayard facility) running along the existing
County Road to the Ft Bayard Medical Facility. If a reservoir is added to the project then the
effluent line will continue north along Twin Sister Creek for approximately 770 feet through
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USFS land to the reservoir site. Exhibit 2 shows the applicable land ownership. Access to the
land would be provided as shown in the table below:

Segment Ownership Length Access

1 Cobre Consolidated School
District

1,625 Ft. Easement

2 New Mexico Department of
Transportation

13,235 Ft. Permit

3 County of Grant 2,870 Ft. Easement

4 New Mexico Property Control
Division

1,840 Ft. Permit or
Easement

5 Village of Santa Clara (Lateral
Oak)

2,200 Ft. Easement

6 Ft Bayard Medical Facility
(Lateral)

2,500 Ft. County Easement

7 USFS (With reservoir
construction)

770 Ft. & Reservoir Site
of 100 Acres

Land Exchange or
Permit

b. Identify the source of the water to be put to use.

The primary source of water will include effluent from the Bayard Regional Wastewater
Treatment Plant. As stated in John Shomaker & Associates, Inc. Preliminary Hydrogeologic
Evaluation of the Grant County Reservoir and Water Reuse Project, New Fort Bayard, New
Mexico (2011), currently about 550 acre feet per year (ac ft/yr) of effluent from the Bayard
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant is discharged to Chino Mines Company Tailings Pond
No. 7 and evaporated on Pond No. 7 or reused for mining operations. Adding effluent to
Tailings Pond No. 7 has been allowed by the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED)
issued discharge plan DP 484, but permit conditions have also required developing a way to
discontinue effluent discharge to Tailings Pond No. 7; this alternative would include the
Grant County Reservoir and Water Reuse Project.
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c. Describe and quantify whether and how the proposal would extend the water supply
through conservation, or increase the supply through development of new water in the
Southwest Planning Region.

Currently, about 550 ac. ft. of effluent from the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment
Plant is pumped to a tailings pond at the Chino Mines Company and evaporated. The water
is not being put to any beneficial use. This project, combined with the City of Bayard project,
will put all of that water to use, thereby increasing the available water supply to the area.

In general, the proposal increases the available water supply within the Southwest Planning
Region. Well fields for both Santa Clara and Bayard are in the vicinity of the Cameron and
Twin Sisters Creeks. In addition, the local mining industry taps groundwater in the same
vicinity. Groundwater levels are highly dependent on precipitation levels. Water shortages
have occurred in the past and could occur again during a prolonged drought period. The
proposal increases the water supply as follows:

1) Provides irrigation water for parks and recreational facilities of approximately 135 acre
feet per year. Otherwise, these facilities are irrigated with potable water which is then
mostly lost to evapotranspiration. Current irrigation levels are sufficient only for
consumptive use and there is not a significant amount remaining that recharges the
aquifer. Using effluent water for irrigation, instead of potable water, decreases the
amount of water depleted from the existing groundwater

2) Santa Clara would be able to withdraw the full 241.9 acre feet per year from water
rights available on Twin Sisters and would not be subject to the current physical
limitation of eighty to ninety five acre feet of withdrawal per year. This would provide
more than 147 acre feet of additional water supply per year.

3) By recharging the Bayard and Santa Clara well fields, the proposal would sustain a
reliable water supply of 397 acre feet for Bayard and 272.9 acre feet for Santa Clara.

The aquifer (Lone Mountain Aquifer) supplying the Town and Bayard and Village of Santa
Clara well fields is recharged by infiltration of storm water along Twin Sisters and Cameron
Creeks. The creeks are ephemeral, and increasing the amount of water to the drainages for
infiltration will increase recharge. For over 50 years, pumping from the Lone Mountain
Aquifer has been greater than recharge, and water levels have been declining. Recharging
the aquifer by infiltration of treated effluent along Twin Sisters and Cameron Creeks will
create a sustainable water supply for the region.

Over the long term, the proposal could increase the water supply by more than 500 acre
feet per year. More detailed clarification of how water supply will be increased is included
below.
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Village of Santa Clara:

The Village of Santa Clara has historically obtained its water from two sources:

1) The Lone Mountain well field, located approximately three miles south of the Village. The
total amount of water that may be diverted from the well field is 272.9 acre feet per year. In
previous years, Santa Clara has withdrawn more than its appropriated amount of water
from this well field. The State Engineers Office (SEO) has required that Santa Clara “pay
back” this over appropriation by pumping less from the well field. It is reported that the
average rate of decline in the wells is about one foot per year since the start of production
in 1955. There are also two industrial (mining) wells in the immediate vicinity. There is deep
concern that an increase in mining use will impact Santa Clara’s water supply, as it has in the
past.

2) The Twin Sisters Infiltration Gallery is located north of Highway 180. The total amount of
water that may be diverted from either the surface source, or from well, or both cannot
exceed 241.9 acre feet per year. The maximum with drawl that Santa Clara has been able to
obtain from the Infiltration Gallery is about ninety five acre feet per year. With the limited
capacity of the Infiltration Gallery, the Village has not been able to “prove up” 241.9 acre
feet per year nor have they been able re pay for the over appropriation on the Lone
Mountain Well Field, as ordered by the SEO, by pumping more water from Twin Sisters. The
Village has investigated the development of a well in the Twin Sisters area to supplement or
replace the infiltration gallery and have determined that it is not geologically feasible.

Santa Clara would like to prove up the full 241.9 acre feet at Twin Sisters. Recharging the
groundwater in the Twin Sisters and/or Cameron Creek areas appears to be the only viable
option left for Santa Clara to use the Twin Sisters water rights. In addition the use of effluent
to irrigate parks and ball fields will free up potable water for other uses.

City of Bayard:

A major portion of Bayard’s water is pumped from wells located between Twin Sister’s and
Cameron creeks, which serve as recharge sources for the shallow aquifer tapped by the
wells. The aquifer depends on infiltration of rainfall and floodwaters into the arroyo stream
beds and water levels are closely tied to precipitation rates. The wells are shallow and
groundwater elevations are highly sensitive to the amount of recharge provided by
precipitation. Static groundwater elevations have dropped by as much as five to six feet per
year during periods of time in which precipitation rates were below average but were re
established during periods in which precipitation rates were above average.

Releasing effluent water from the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility to
provide a continuous and steady flow of water into Twin Sisters Creek or Cameron Creek or
both will provide a dependable source for recharging the Bayard Well Field.
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The City of Bayard’s Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Master Plan calls for disposal of
effluent by irrigating ball fields, parks and landscaping elements in the Bayard, Santa Clara
and Ft. Bayard areas. It is projected that seven hundred to eight hundred acre feet of
effluent will be generated per year. Less than one hundred thirty five acre feet per year
would be required for irrigation of the ball fields, parks, lawns and other uses in the area.
The excess effluent, which is not being used for irrigation, could be used for irrigating
recreational facilities and to recharge the Bayard well field.

Ft. Bayard Medical Center:

The Ft. Bayard Medical Center encompasses approximately four hundred sixty eight acres.
Water is provided from springs about seven miles north of the Center with 282 acre feet per
year of water rights are available. This appropriation is subject to a set a side of
approximately 43 acre feet per year to be utilized for irrigation of a national cemetery
adjacent to the center. The Water System is composed of fifteen operating spring boxes
which serve as water inlet structures that provide drinking water and irrigation water for the
facility. In the past the system has provided water for approximately 700 residents at the
facility. The spring boxes outlet into a network of carbon steel or transite pipes. The springs
join at a stainless steel settling tank from which a six inch carbon steel pipe transmits the
water to a chlorination system which feeds a five hundred thousand ground storage tank. A
pump then feeds seven hundred fifty gallons per minute to a three hundred thousand gallon
elevated storage tank from which it is gravity fed to the distribution system.

This application provides for correction of system deficiencies identified by Sanitary Survey
Report (WSS# 382 09). Deficiencies include the following:

1) Lack of fencing at the spring boxes and storage tanks to protect from human or wildlife
intrusion or contamination. Access hatches for all spring boxes must be redesigned and
replaced to avoid contamination.

2) Structural deterioration of the spring boxes and tanks.
3) The elevated tank needs to be rehabilitated including replacement of the roof, addition of a

ladder access, new access hatch and removal and re application of interior and exterior
coating systems.

4) Some of the existing facilities have potential to contaminate the water system. Back flow
prevention devices must be installed at a number of locations.

A study is currently underway to determine future uses of the facility. Out of the 239 acre
feet (after water for the national cemetery is subtracted) of available water rights,
approximately 75 acre feet is needed for irrigating the landscape, leaving about 164 acre
feet for other purposes. If effluent from the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment plant is
used for irrigation purposes then additional water would become available for other uses.
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Summary of how and where water will be put to beneficial use:

Water will be put to beneficial use as a result of the proposed project.

In order to keep the effluent distribution system cost effective, it will be limited to locations
where at least 1 acre foot per year can be distributed, which includes the following
locations:

Location Irrigation
Grant County Park 2.0
Ft. Bayard State Hospital Landscape Areas 75.2
Santa Clara Elementary School Ball Fields 8.8
Cobre High School Ball Fields 23.8
Bayard Elementary School Ball Fields 5.7
Snell Middle School Ball Fields 17.7
Ernie Christian Field 1.9
Total Annual Irrigation Rate 135.1

Use of effluent for irrigation will free up potable water for other uses including:

1) Provide the ability for Santa Clara to prove up and put to use additional potable water for
growth including development of the Village’s industrial park.

2) Provide the ability to use additional potable water for implementation of plans for re
development of the Ft. Bayard Medical Center.

3) Provide the ability to use additional potable water for growth within the City of Bayard.

It is projected that the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant will discharge
approximately eight hundred twenty one (821) acre feet per year by 2020. This would
provide water for recharging the Bayard and Santa Clara Well fields. The project would
provide a continuous and steady flow of approximately two to three cubic feet per second
to Cameron Creek or Twin Sisters Creek or both. This will enhance vegetative growth along
one or both creeks and enable additional riparian area development.

The continuous and steady flow of water down one or both creeks will recharge the aquifer
tapped by the well fields for both Bayard and Santa Clara.

d. Demonstrate how the proposal would meet AWSA and CUFA requirements

As a water use alternative, the proposed project will provide ground water recharge for
current and future demands. Currently the Village of Santa Clara has 241.9 Acre Feet of
water rights available at the Twin Sisters Gallery for usage of their residents. Most years and
especially during drought years only around 90 Acre Feet are able to be used because of lack
of available water in the area. Also the Town of Bayard relies on the same water source.
Between the two municipalities between 4500 4700 residents rely on relatively small water
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shed for recharge. Because of the topographic makeup of the area the water received by the
region is usually very sporadic. Limited snowpack and monsoonal rains make up the small
amount of recharge annually. Being able to release water into the area at a more consistent
flow will benefit the region by utilizing effluent to create an additional source of water to
enable increased water yield and thereby meeting the current demands as well as giving
opportunity for potential growth along with economic development opportunities.

Since the project is outside of the Gila Basin the CUFA requirements are not applicable.

2. Describe the proposal and its technical viability

a. Include any (or reference publically – available) technical and engineering studies
completed and demonstrate how these studies support the proposal.

Engineering:

In support of this application, Engineers Inc. has referred to the following studies:

1. City of Bayard, New Mexico Regional Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Master Plan,
Molzen Corbin & Associates, April 1998. This Master plan provided projections for
effluent discharge from the facility, alternatives considered for disposal of the effluent,
facilities proposed for landscape irrigation with the effluent and the selected alternative
for disposal of the effluent. The preferred alternative for disposal of the effluent
included two phases. Phase I was for an effluent pump and transmission lines to irrigate
recreational and other landscaping elements within the City of Bayard. One of the
proposed transmission lines terminates at the Cobre High School Football Field. Phase I,
as described in the Master Plan, as modified with the addition of a transmission line to
the City of Bayard Cemetery, is the proposed project for the City of Bayard’s AWSA
application. Phase II, as proposed in the Master Plan, tied onto the Phase I project at the
football field and conveyed the effluent to Ft Bayard. This project includes the phase II
project described in the Master Plan with the addition of an extension of the
transmission line to Twin Sisters Creek.

2. City of Bayard, New Mexico, Phase 2A Effluent Reuse Project, Project Manual, Trum
Engineering – MBI, Inc., September 2010 Plans and technical specifications were
provided for Phase 2A. Some of the work at the treatment plant pertaining to the
Master Plan has already been completed. Additional work has been designed as shown
in this Project Manual. Work designed in the manual is included in Bayard’s AWSA
application.

3. A 40 Year Water Plan for the Village of Santa Clara, New Mexico, Engineers Inc. August
1998. The 40 Year plan for Santa Clara includes information on deficiencies experienced
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by the Village with respect to availability of water. It was referenced for development of
this application.

4. A 40 Year Water Plan for the City of Bayard, New Mexico, Engineers Inc. April 1996. The
40 Year plan for Bayard includes information on deficiencies experienced by the City
with respect to availability of water. It was referenced for development of this
application.

The studies listed above were used specifically to scope and evaluate the proposed effluent
transmission line for the proposed project. The primary purpose of the project is to recharge
ground water affecting the Bayard and Santa Clara well fields and to provide irrigation for
recreational facilities and landscape elements at Santa Clara and Ft Bayard. If feasible, as
determined by further study, a supplemental purpose of the project would be to provide for
recreation by construction of a reservoir.

b. Include any (or reference publically – available) hydrologic, ecological, or geotechnical
studies completed and demonstrate how information included in these studies specifically
supports or detracts from the proposal.

In support of this application Grant County assembled the following additional team
members to perform initial assessments:

1) John Shomaker & Associates, Inc. (Shomaker) – Hydrological, hydrogeological, water
rights

2) Ericson Engineering (Ericson) – Geological, geo technical engineering
3) Parametrix, Inc. (Parametrix) – Environmental, biological resources, cultural resources

In addition to the studies mentioned in 2a, which were used for the primary purpose,
Engineers Inc. and other consultants (listed above) performed a rudimentary investigation
and analysis of conditions pertaining to the reservoir. A summary is included below.

Peak Flow for Preferred Site:

The reservoir is proposed to be located within the Southwest Quarter of Section 26,
Township 17 South, Range 13 West, and New Mexico Meridian. The tributary drainage area
to the proposed location is approximately 7330 acres. At a stage elevation of 6075, the
surface area of the lake will be approximately 30 acres with available permanent pool
storage capacity of 383 acre feet. The precipitation amount for the 24 hour, 100 year storm
in this area has been determined to be 3.79 inches. The soil type in the drainage area is
mostly Type D with some B and C. The area is covered with Juniper, Pinon, and understory
with fair ground cover. The peak flow for the 24 hour, 100 year storm event is estimated to
be 1950 cfs. The HEC HMS computer program was used to determine the peak flow.

Dam Structure
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The structure is expected to be an earth dam, approximately 480 feet in length and 30 feet
in height with a crest elevation of 6080 and permanent pool elevation of 6075. It will have a
50 foot wide by 5 foot high concrete spillway with a 25 foot apron. The conceptual dam
design is based upon rudimentary engineering analysis. Detailed investigations and analysis
during the preliminary engineering study could result in changes to the dam type and
dimensions.

Evaporation

The yearly average pan evaporation has been determined to be approximately 100 inches
per year. A conversion constant of 0.65 was used (average of winter 0.7 and summer 0.6) to
convert the pan evaporation to a potential evaporation of 65 inches per year. Evaporation
is affected by the water area, depth, temperature, and amount of surrounding vegetation.
The pan evaporation was taken from an Evaporation Station in Animas, NM. The conversion
constant was taken from AZMET Evapotranspiration Estimates. With 57 acres of lake surface
area annual evaporation losses, as a result of the impoundment of water in the reservoir,
are expected to be about 309 acre feet per year. According to Shomaker’s Hydrogeological
Report (2011), lake evaporation rate is 50 inches per year (SCS, 1972). If the reservoir is
approximately 30 acres, then the total evaporation would be 126 acre ft. per year total.

Dam Safety Requirements

The Hazard Potential Classification for the proposed reservoir is significant hazard potential.
There are substantial risks to property or assets such as US Highway 180 and several
residential properties downstream of the proposed reservoir.

Watershed Yield

According to Shomaker’s Hydrogeological Report (2011), Twin Sisters watershed’s potential
reservoir Sites 1 and 2 generates approximately 70 ac ft/yr. of storm water runoff. Due to
the low permeability rocks in the vicinity of the reservoir site, seepage can be assumed to be
negligible.

Hydrogeology:

A report is attached from Shomaker in support of this application entitled “Preliminary
Hydrogeologic Evaluation of the Grant County Reservoir and Water Reuse Project”. The
report evaluates the impacts of the proposed project on the downstream groundwater,
most particularly upon the Bayard and Santa Clara well fields. Approximately 400 ac ft/yr.
of treated effluent would be available for the Grant County reservoir and reuse project, with
additional treated effluent potentially available in the future. Thus, the full amount of
effluent can be utilized to effectively recharge the Bayard and Santa Clara Well Fields.
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Geology, Geotechnical:

Ericson Engineering provided the following initial assessment pertaining to the geological
characteristics of the preferred reservoir location and the two alternative sites:

There is a new Ft. Bayard Geologic map (2007/2008) available. I reviewed it and the 1916
geologic map for the Silver City to Santa Rita Area. I also reviewed the Grant County soil
survey from 1983, map sheet 46.

The general geology of sites on Twin Sisters Creek consists of primarily igneous bedrocks
that are dated in the Tertiary period more than 70 million years ago. These igneous rocks
intruded into the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks (Colorado Shale). The creek channels and
side slopes contain recent alluvium and colluviums. There is an apparent near vertical
contact between the igneous rocks and the SW dipping sedimentary rocks in the area of the
fault line on your map. There is some possible faulting west of the Snake Hill (preferred
location) and lower Twin Sisters Creek site. The faulting is very hold and is not expected to
be a factor in the design of any dams in the area around Ft. Bayard. The Cameron Creek site
bedrock geology is most likely characterized by westerly dipping sedimentary rocks.

The following summarizes the general soil survey (1983) data I found for each site. The soil
unit descriptions are given below.

Lower Twin Sisters Site: From West side of channel to East; Units 60/59/44 and 57 in creek
channel and banks/59

Cameron Creek Site, East of Ft. Bayard Hospital: From west to east: 63/33 in creek channel
and banks/2

Preferred Site on Twin Sisters, Snake Hill Area: From West to east: 60/44 in creek channel
and banks/63

Unit 2: Abrazo: 15 to 45% slopes, 0 to 27 inches cobbly clayey loam, greater than
27 inches weathered bedrock, probably shale and sandstone.

Unit 33: Monzano Loam: 1 3 % slopes, relatively deep alluvium, greater than 60
inches to bedrock (probably sandstone or shale), clayey loam, with low to medium plasticity,
subject to flooding because it is in the flood plain.

Unit 44: Paymaster: 1 3 % slopes, alluvium in creek channels, 0 to 35 inches sandy
loam, below 35 to 60 inches very gravelly loam, bedrock is typically deeper than 60 inches.
Bedrock most likely weathered igneous rocks.

Unit 57: Sampson/Dagflat complex: 3 to 12 % slopes; sandy clayey loam, alluvium
that extends to 60 or more inches. Underlain by weathered igneous bedrock, Dagflat
component typically shallower with bedrock at about 31 inches.
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Unit 59: Santa Fe Series: 5 15% slopes, sandy loam 0 to 18 inches, weathered
bedrock (typically igneous) below 18 inches. Occasional to some weathered bedrock
outcropping at the surface of this unit.

Unit 60: Santa Fe complex; 20 to 45% slopes, 0 to 16 inches, sandy, gravelly loam,
residual soil over weathered bedrock, igneous, some to numerous bedrock outcroppings in
the unit.

Unit 63; Santana Rock Complex: 1 to 25% slopes, typically 50% soil and rock
outcroppings at surface, sandy loam 0 to 16 inches, below 16 inches weathered igneous
bedrock.

All three sites appear to be geologically stable. Igneous rocks will likely be encountered in
the Twin Sisters sites, while westerly dipping sedimentary shale and sandstone bedrock at
the Cameron site. The alluvium depth in the creek channels for both the Twin Sister sites
and the Cameron Creek sites appears to range from about 3 feet to greater than 5 feet, with
the deeper alluvium at Cameron.

The availability of onsite borrowed materials for dam construction will likely be more limited
at the Twin Sisters sites. The foundation soils at Cameron site appear to be deeper and more
clayey than sites on Twin Sisters. There may be enough materials in the pond area to build a
dam. Also some of the water storage volume could possibly be gained by digging out the
creek soils upstream of the Cameron site. This could decrease the required dam height.
Shallow bedrock is likely to be found in the Twin Sisters sites in the creek channel banks and
spillway areas.

Based on this very preliminary review of available data there does not appear to be any fatal
flaws with any of the three sites. Detailed site investigations will be required as part of any
design of any or all of the sites. Some temporary dewatering of the alluvium in the creeks
will likely be needed at all of the sites to excavate the foundations of the dams to bedrock.

Water Rights Issues Arising from Construction of the Reservoir:

Water rights should not be affected with construction of a dam. Any water that is
intercepted or lost to evaporation as a result of dam construction will be offset by the
addition of effluent water to Twin Sisters Creek.

Environmental

Environmental:

Parametrix performed a preliminary evaluation of the potential environmental impacts to
the environment of the proposed project. A discussion of impacts is included under item
number 4 below.
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3. Quantify estimated costs

a. Quantify the proposal’s estimated costs, including planning, design, and/or construction,
and administration or oversight.

Phase I: Preliminary Engineering Report, Engineering Design, Permitting and Right of Way
Acquisition for Construction of Effluent Pumping Station and Transmission Line, Irrigation
Laterals and Improvements to Ft Bayard Water System:

Putting the effluent to beneficial use by using it to recharge the aquifer supplying Bayard
and Santa Clara Well fields, providing water for irrigation of recreational and landscape
elements at Santa Clara and Ft Bayard and improving the Ft Bayard Water System is the first
priority of the project. The County proposes to complete everything leading up to
advertising the project for construction bids with Phase I.

Item Quantity Unit Cost Cost
Preliminary Engineering Report
Topographic Surveying and Mapping
Design
Right of Way Surveying and Mapping
Permitting, Environmental Documentation
Right of Way Acquisition

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$75,000
$50,000
$395,000
$25,000
$75,000
$50,000

$75,000
$50,000
$395,000
$25,000
$75,000
$50,000

Total $670,000

Phase II: Construction of Effluent Pumping Station and Transmission Line, Irrigation
Laterals and Improvements to Ft Bayard Water System:

1) Construction of pumping facilities and a pipeline/s to carry effluent from the Bayard
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) to storage facilities in the vicinity of Ft.
Bayard. This phase would also include the construction of lateral pipelines necessary for
irrigation of ball fields, parks and landscape elements in the vicinity of Santa Clara and Ft.
Bayard and improvements to the Ft Bayard Water System.

The existing WWTP effluent discharge system is equipped with three – 30 HP pumps (800
GPM, 73 ft. TDH). The City of Bayard’s Master Plan for the effluent includes: 1) irrigation of
ball fields, parks and the cemetery within the City of Bayard with the first phase of the plan
and 2) conveyance of the balance of effluent to the Santa Clara/ Ft. Bayard area for
irrigation of ball fields, parks and landscape elements as a second phase. This project
implements and expands upon phase two. It is expected that the effluent line will need to
be designed for a capacity of 500 GPM and will include a booster pumping station and tank,
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a 10 inch pipeline along US Highway 180, and lateral pipelines for conveyance of irrigation
water to Santa Clara and Ft. Bayard.

Improvements to the Ft Bayard Water System will include 1) fencing at the spring boxes and
tanks to protect from human or wildlife intrusion or contamination, 2) rehabilitation of
spring boxes, 3) rehabilitation of the elevated tank and 4) installation of backflow
prevention devices to prevent contamination of the water supply. Some of the pipelines
may also need to be replaced or upgraded. A study is underway to determine the future use
of the old Ft. Bayard Medical Complex. Based on the outcome of this study the needs for
water system improvements may grow. Regardless of the future plans for the facility, the
deficiencies in the water delivery system, stated above, must be corrected. Accessibility, to
multiple spring boxes and transmission lines, is limited and a great deal of handwork will be
required.
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Item Quantity Unit Cost Cost
Booster Pump Pack, 85 HP, 500 GPM, 450 FT.
TDH
Pump House
Electrical Power Supply
6 inch PVC Pipeline Laterals
10 inch PVC Pipeline
Pipeline Accessories/Valves
Highway Auger Bore Crossings
400,000 Gallon effluent Storage Tank

LS

LS
LS
5,500 LF
18,500 LF
LS
1,200 LF
LS

$175,000

$80,000
$30,000
$45/LF
$75/LF
$200,000
$300/LF
$275,000

$175,000

$80,000
$30,000
$247,500
$1,387,500
$200,000
$360,000
$275,000

Sub Total
NM GRT (6.5%)
Contingencies @15%

$2,755,000
$179,000
$440,000

Total Effluent Mainline/Laterals Construction 3,374,000
Access Hatches
Backflow Prevention Device
Site Security Fencing w/ 12 ft. Gates
Structural Deterioration Repairs

15
1
1,500 LF
15

$800/Ea.
$12,000/Ea.
$50/LF
$15,000/Ea.

$12,000
$12,000
$75,000
$225,000

Sub Total
NM GRT
Contingencies @15%

$324,000
$21,000
$52,000

Total Ft Bayard Water System Construction $397,000
Total Construction $3,771,000
Construction Engineering $188,000
Total Phase II $3,959,000

Phase III: Study to evaluate alternatives and determine feasibility of Reservoir:

A supplemental purpose of the project is to create recreational opportunities with the
construction of a reservoir. This will enhance the economic development of the area. If the
reservoir is used for recreational purposes, as intended, then the effluent may need to be
treated to drinking water standards or blended with other available sources of water. The
County recognizes that this portion of the project could have potential impacts to the
environment and will take much longer to permit than phase II of the project. In order that
it will not delay development and construction of elements pertaining to the primary
purpose of the project, it has been separated from the other project objectives. The County
is proposing that a study be conducted to determine the feasibility of a recreational facility
prior to allocation of funding for engineering design, permitting and construction.

a) Verification of the availability and quantity of effluent from the Bayard Regional
Wastewater Treatment Plant that can be used for the project. Determination of the
level of treatment that will be required. The unused water rights and fresh water
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sources made available from the treated effluent reuse project will be identified, and
determined if the reservoir could be supported by a conjunctive source plan. One
example is irrigating Fort Bayard with treated effluent and freeing up fresh water for the
reservoir and downstream recharge. Therefore, the conjunctive source plan identifies
the most efficient method for using “new water” from the treated effluent, existing
water rights, and existing water supply for the Tri City area (Santa Clara, Bayard, and
Hurley).

b) Identification of alternatives for treatment, conveyance and storage of the effluent.
Alternatives for a recreational complex, built around the storage facility/s, will also be
identified.

c) Use of groundwater modeling for evaluation of the downstream impacts of identified
storage alternatives on the groundwater. There are several existing groundwater flow
models of the area that can be used for the evaluation.

d) A preliminary hydrologic investigation to determine storm runoff rates and effects upon
the storage facilities.

e) A preliminary geologic/geo technical investigation of potential storage sites.
f) Preliminary cultural resources and biological investigations.
g) Elimination of any storage alternatives that could potentially damage the downstream

groundwater condition.
h) Evaluation of alternatives including positive impacts upon water supply,

economic/recreational benefits, location/alignment, access, right of way requirements,
development and construction costs, operation and maintenance costs, environmental
impacts, public acceptance and other applicable criteria.

i) Public input meetings
j) Identification and evaluation of options for maintenance and operation of the facilities.
k) Determination of a project priority/phasing plan.
l) Development of joint powers agreements as necessary

Item Quantity Unit Cost Cost
Preliminary Engineering Study 1 $500,000.00 $500,000.00
Total 1 $500,000.00 $500,000.00

Phase IV: Design, Permitting and Construction of a reservoir for recreational use
and to enable a continuous steady flow of water downstream and treatment of the
effluent to comply with regulatory requirements.

For the purposes of this application the dam is assumed to be an Dam with the following
dimensions: Length – 400 ft. Height to Crest – 30 ft., Length of Spillway –50 ft., Height to
Spillway –25 ft., Spillway Apron Length – 25 ft. Dimensions are based on rudimentary
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hydrologic and flood routing computations and could change with more detailed study. The
type of dam could also change with detailed engineering evaluations.
The reservoir will be designed so that a continuous steady flow of water downstream is
sustained in order to recharge the aquifer in which the Bayard and Santa Clara wells are
located. The preferred reservoir site is located within USFS land so close coordination with
the USFS will be required from the inception of the project.

Testing of effluent from the WWTP has yielded good results with recent tests showing
nitrogen levels of less than 5 mg/l. For the purposes intended, the effluent will have to be
treated to drinking water standards. With this application it is assumed that a filtration
together with disinfection will be required.

Item Quantity Unit Cost Cost
Mobilization, Bonds, Testing, Staking, Misc.
Erosion and Sediment Control
Clearing and Grubbing
Foundation Preparation
Earthwork – Excavation/Borrow
Furnish and Place Mass Concrete
Gatehouse and Controls

LS
LS
65 Ac
LS
58,000
CY
400 CY
LS

$400,000
$20,000
$2,000/Ac
$500,000
$20/CY
$1,000/CY
$50,000

$400,000
$20,000
$130,000
$500,000
$1,160,000
$400,000
$50,000

Sub Total
NM GRT
Contingencies @15%

$2,660,000
$173,000
$425,000

Total Reservoir Construction $3,258,000
Package Plant Treatment Plant with
Filtration and UV Disinfection
Storage Reservoir Excavation

LS

5,000 CY

$1,000,000

$10.00

$1,000,000

$50,000

Sub Total
NM GRT
Contingencies @15%

$1,050,000
$68,250
$225,750

Total Treatment Plant Construction $1,344,000
Total Construction $4,602,000
Topographic Surveying and Mapping
Design
Right of Way Surveying and Mapping
Permitting, Environmental Documentation
Right of Way Acquisition
Construction Engineering

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$50,000
$515,000
$25,000
$120,000
$50,000
$200,000

$50,000
$550,000
$25,000
$120,000
$50,000
$200,000

Total Phase IV $5,579,000
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b. If applicable, quantify the proposed project’s on going administrative, operational, and
maintenance costs.

Estimated Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs

Item Quantity Unit Costs Cost
Parts and repairs (0.1% of Construction Costs)
Equipment (10% of Parts and repairs)
Daily inspections and maintenance (operator)
Monthly Electrical Costs
Misc. training, insurance, etc.

0.1%
10.0%
400 Hrs.
12 Mo.
12 Mo.

$8,000
$800
$25/Hr.
$8,000/Mo.
$800/Mo.

$8,000
$800
$10,000
$96,000
$9,600

Total $124,400

A portion of the estimated operation and maintenance cost above will not be new to the
users of the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant. The effluent is currently being
disposed of by pumping to tailings dams at Chino Mines. Effluent will no longer be pumped
to the mines after the proposed project is completed and in use. The user rates determined
as part of the Tri City Wastewater Treatment Plant agreement included costs for disposal of
the effluent. Operation and maintenance costs will increase as a result of the following; 1)
Electrical costs for pumping to the reservoir site will exceed those of pumping to the Chino
Mines Tailing site, 2) An additional pumping station and tank will require operation and
maintenance 3) The dam will require operation and maintenance and 4) Operation and
maintenance of the effluent treatment system will be required. It is expected that annual
operation and maintenance costs will increase by less than $50,000 per year.

c. Describe environmental compliance activities, and quantify the costs for environmental
mitigation and restoration related to the proposal

Land ownership for National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance
Bureau of Land Management (BLM): The preferred alignment for the pipeline
transects BLM managed lands. The County will need to comply with any BLM
regulations to obtain right of way easements.
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) – The preferred alignment
for the pipeline transects NMDOT highway right of way. The County will need to
comply with any NMDOT regulations to obtain right of way easements.
The preferred location for the reservoir is located on United States Forest
Service (USFS) managed lands. The USFS will determine the level of effort
required in order to comply with the NEPA. The level of effort is likely to include
a USFS environmental assessment, as well as biological and cultural resources
investigations.
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The following are specific permits that will need to be obtained for the construction of the
project:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Clean Water Act
o Section 404 – The proposed project may require that the County obtain

an Individual Permit (IP) from the USACE (if losing 300 linear feet or
more of stream bed).

o Section 401 – Individual Water Quality Certification will be obtained if
an IP is required

New Mexico Environment Department – Monitoring effluent water quality – the
requirements and monitoring frequencies are dependent on the quality of
reclaimed wastewater produced and the design capacity of the treatment plant.

d. Quantify the AWSA funding sought for the proposal and for the pendency of the proposed
activity’s or project’s duration

Phase Description AWSA
Funding

Time
Period

I Preliminary
engineering report,
engineering design,
permitting and
right of way
acquisition for
effluent mainline
and laterals and Ft
Bayard Water
System
Improvements

$670,000 $670,000 2012,
2013

II Construction of
effluent mainline
and laterals and Ft
Bayard Water
System
Improvements

$3,959,000 $3,959,000

2013,2014

III Feasibility study for
reservoir and
treatment facilities

$500,000 $500,000

2014,2016
IV Construction of

reservoir and
treatment facilities

$5,579,000 $5,579,000

2016,2017
Total $10,708 ,000 $10,708,000 2012 2017
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4. If proposal impacts, beneficially or adversely, the environment of the Southwest
Planning Region, the Gila River, its tributaries or riparian corridors, use the best
available science to:

a. Describe and quantify how the proposal might impact the project site and environment,
particularly state and federally listed species.

Phase II:
There is no proposed or designated critical habitat within or adjacent to the project location.
The proposed project would have no effect on designated or critical habitat for the
southwestern willow flycatcher, the Mexican spotted owl, the spike dace, or the loach
minnow.

The proposed project is anticipated to increase the flow of Twin Sisters creek by 2 to 3 cubic
feet per second. This change is not large enough to have a significant impact on Twin Sister
Creek or the Gila Basin Watershed. Beneficial impacts to increasing the amount of water in
this system would include the potential for the establishment of riparian vegetation, which
would stabilize the creek and provide valuable wildlife habitat.

Potential impacts to cultural resources cannot be determined until an alignment for the
transmission line is selected and a survey is conducted.

Phase IV: Construction of reservoir
The preferred reservoir location would alter the existing habitat type (and piñon juniper
shrub land) to create an open water area with surrounding wetland and riparian vegetation.
Wetlands are a valuable resource which can provide wildlife habitat, filter out contaminants,
and provide flood protection.

Based on information from the Biota Information System of New Mexico predicted habitat
mapper, suitable habitat may be present for the gray vireo. This data is only provided for
informational purposes and needs to be verified during the biological survey.

Any impacts to cultural resources would be determined after a 100 percent survey of the
anticipated reservoir footprint has been completed.
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b. Describe and quantify the proposal’s efforts to mitigate possible adverse impacts on the
environment, particularly riparian areas and state and federally listed species in the Gila
Basin and at the specific location of the proposal.

Phase II
It is anticipated that the preferred alternative would have no effect on state or federally
listed species in the Gila Basin. Phase II of the proposed project would not impact riparian
areas.

Any impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated through avoidance of sensitive areas.

Phase IV: Construction of Reservoir
The County has proposed to replant areas around the newly created reservoir to create new
riparian and wetland habitat. These actions would provide mitigation for loss of piñon
juniper shrub lands.

c. Describe and quantify how the proposal may benefit the environment, particularly
riparian areas and state and federally listed species in the Gila Basin and at the specific
location of the proposal.

The proposed project would not have any beneficial or adverse impacts to state and
federally listed species.

Increasing the amount of water in the Twin Sisters Creek has the potential to create riparian
and wetland habitat in this corridor.

Watershed Benefits: The benefits to the Gila Basin would be indirect in that the proposed
project is expected to reduce human pressure on the natural water supply by recharging the
groundwater. Currently, effluent from the WWTP is discharged into mine tailing ponds and
lost due to evapotranspiration. Reuse of the effluent water will conserve the overall water
supply.

d. List any environmental statutes, rules, or regulations that may apply to the proposal, and
demonstrate how the proposal implementation will comply with such laws, rules or
regulations.

Any surface flows intercepted by the reservoir would be offset by the release of effluent
down Twin Sisters Creek. The County does not anticipate that construction of the reservoir
will affect any water rights issues.
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The proposed project would comply with the NEPA. This law ensures compliance with all
state/federal rules and regulation, under the anticipated lead of the USFS, BLM, and
NMDOT. These regulations include but are not limited to the following:

o Clean Water Act: The County will conduct a preliminary jurisdictional determination
and will consult with the USACE if permitting for the project is required. If an
Individual Permit is required the County will obtain a Water Quality Certification
from the NMED – Surface Water Quality Bureau.

o National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Construction General
Permit is required to comply with Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act and will be
applied for in the case of soil disturbance activities that exceed one acre.

o NMED Groundwater Quality Bureau: The County will comply with any Effluent Reuse
Regulations, including monitoring of wastewater that would be released from the
reservoir.

o Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act – The County will contract with
Parametrix, or another qualified environmental consultant to conduct a cultural
resources survey and associated consultations to comply with Section 106
regulations.

o All vehicles and equipment will comply with 40 CFR; Part 85 entitled “Control of Air
Pollution from Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Engines”. No vehicle odors are
anticipated beyond the immediate area of a particular active construction site. No
hazardous air pollutants are anticipated to be released into the environment as a
result of any construction associated with the project. If mitigation is required, the
County will contact NMED’s Air Quality Bureau (AQB).

o The proposed project will comply with the migratory bird treaty act. A pre
construction nest survey will be conducted by a qualified biologist. If active nests
cannot be avoided, the County will coordinate with the USFWS to obtain the proper
removal permits.

Phase IV:
Any surface flows intercepted by the reservoir would be offset by the release of effluent
down Twin Sisters Creek. The County does not anticipate that construction of the reservoir
will affect any water rights issues.
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5. Describe any economic or cost analysis information and data for the proposal:

a. Quantify estimated economic benefits including environmental, recreation, value of water
itself, value of water to the regional economy, increased economic growth, protection
against loss of jobs, agriculture, ranching, local economic sustainability, or other.

The NMED discharge permit requires that an alternative means of disposal must be
determined and implemented. Additional operation and maintenance (O&M) costs over and
above current costs may occur regardless of the means of disposal chosen. It is assumed at
this point that any additional O&M cost of the proposed project will be approximately equal
with any other means of disposal that is chosen. Some of the cost benefits of the project
include the following:

1) Effluent will be used for irrigation of recreational facilities and landscape elements at
Santa Clara and Ft Bayard. Use is estimated at approximately 86 Ac. Ft. per year. The
effluent will replace potable water that would have been pumped from wells,
disinfected, etc. Savings would be at least $0.80/1000 Gallons for a total savings of
$22,418/Year.

2) Water levels in the Santa Clara and Bayard wells within the area have dropped up to one
foot per year over long periods of time. The wells cannot be deepened because they
tap the full aquifer thickness. Using effluent to recharge the well fields will reverse this
condition and potentially eliminate the need for importing water from a different part
of the County. At least 650 Ac. Ft. per year is pumped from the well fields. If
groundwater levels drop an average one foot per year, then stabilizing or reversing the
downward trend could result in average pumping cost savings of approximately
$16,000/Year.

3) The County wants to develop the old Ft Bayard Medical Center Complex. Restoration
has great potential for creating more jobs in the County and income from use of the
facilities for residential and commercial purposes. Without a dependable and
sustainable water supply, development cannot take place. Until plans are finalized for
future use of the facility it is difficult to quantify the economic benefits to the area, but
the project could enable a significant injection of dollars into the local economy.

The copper mining industry, upon which Grant County is highly dependent for employment
of its residents, as well as residents of adjoining counties of Luna and Hidalgo, continues to
decline. Jobs have been lost. Between 1980 and 2010 the population declined
approximately 9%. The County is in need of economic development.

In addition to providing for the sustainability of water sources for the communities of
Bayard, Santa Clara and Ft. Bayard this project will provide recreational facilities and
increase the attractiveness of Grant County as a tourist destination. A lake, approximately
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the size of the Bear Canyon Dam (located northeast of Silver City,) will be included as part of
the project. Other funds will be used to develop roads, trails, an RV Park, camping and picnic
facilities.

b. Quantify estimated costs, including planning, design, and/or construction, environmental
compliance, operation, maintenance, repair, and administrative costs or other.

Quantification of estimated costs for planning, design and construction are shown in
3a above and summarized in 3d.

Quantification of estimated costs for environmental compliance is shown in 3c
above.

Quantification of estimated costs for operation, maintenance, repair and
administration are shown in 3b above.

c. Identify the source of local contributions and demonstrate the commitment and ability to
pay any local cost share for project proposal, including any applicable exchange costs.

This project will be the final phase of the Bayard Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
facility serving the communities of Bayard, Hurley, Santa Clara, Ft. Bayard and North Hurley.
The community of Hanover is also in the process of the development of a project that would
deliver their wastewater to the Bayard Treatment Plant as well.

6. Describe how the proposal addresses the needs of a particular group or groups or
interests on the issues of

a. Historic uses, traditions, cultures, and customs.

Bayard has been pumping from the well fields affected by this project since 1955 and Santa
Clara since 1920. These well fields are the primary source of water for Bayard and Santa
Clara. Sustainability of the water supply for these two communities will be protected with
the project.

The Cron Industrial Wells, which are located in close proximity to the Bayard well field,
would also be affected by the project. This well has a capacity of 600 GPM and supplies
water to the Cobre Mines near Hanover. This industrial use will be protected with the
project.

The project will enhance the preservation and use of the historic Ft. Bayard Medical
Complex, established in the late 1800s, by providing a safe and sustainable water supply.
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The project also provides recreational opportunities that are readily accessible to those in
the county with limited financial resources. Recreational opportunities provided include
hiking, fishing and camping all of which are noteworthy among the customs, cultures and
traditions of the residents of Grant County and surrounding Counties.

b. Current and future demands for water in the Southwest Planning Region.

The full amount of effluent can be utilized to affectively recharge the Bayard and Santa Clara
well fields in order to more effectively meet current and future demands for water in the
Southwest Planning Region.

With Phase II, effluent water will be released directly into Twin Sisters Creek and allowed to
flow down the creek. If a reservoir is constructed in phase IV and effluent is discharged into
the reservoir, then the reservoir will be sized and designed so that water is released at a
rate approximately equal to the rate of the natural storm water inflow.

Currently there is approximately 550 ac ft/yr of treated effluent available for reuse. The
Bayard reuse project and irrigation demands for the Grant County project will beneficially
use 135 ac ft/yr. There will still be 415 ac ft/yr available for aquifer recharge. At full build
out of the Bayard Regional WWTP there will be 820 ac ft/yr of treated effluent available for
reuse. This additional 300 ac ft/yr could be used for reservoir filling while still allocating 415
ac ft/yr to aquifer recharge. Once the reservoir is filled, the only demand from the reservoir
would be to offset evaporation from the water surface (likely less than 300 ac ft/yr).

c. Flood Control

A number (about 20) of residents located adjacent to Twin Sisters Creek immediately south
of US Highway 180 fall within the 100 year flood plain. Construction of the reservoir is
expected to decrease peak storm flows and reduce the susceptibility of residents to flooding
damage. This could in turn be most beneficial to those residents.

d. Fire protection, prevention, or suppression

The USFS has an aerial tanker base at the Grant County Airport. Three helicopters with drop
tanks are based at the airport that currently take water for suppressing fires out of Bear
Lake, Bill Evans Lake and Bear Lake. The proposed project reservoir will provide an
additional source of water for fighting fires. The immediate Silver City environment
experienced several significant fires during the spring and summer of 2011 which resulted in
substantial loss of homes and other property. A large source of water in close proximity
would be advantageous to controlling any such fires in the future.
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e. Recreation

With construction of a reservoir, the proposal provides for hiking, fishing, and camping
opportunities. Irrigation of parks and recreational fields in Santa Clara enhances the
recreational opportunities for the residents of Santa Clara.

f. Environmental protection and/or enhancement

The proposed project will enhance the environment downstream of the reservoir by
creating a continuous steady flow of water which will in turn recharge the well fields for
both the Village of Santa Clara and the City of Bayard and enhance the Ft. Bayard site which
is currently vacated. The proposed project will also help preserve wildlife in the area by
providing elk that commonly visit Ft. Bayard/ Santa Clara areas with more drinking water.

Initially, with phase II, all of the effluent water, which is currently about 550 Ac. Ft./Yr. less
approximately 135 Ac. Ft./Yr. to be used for irrigation, or about 415 Ac. Ft./Yr. of effluent
would be discharged into Twin Sisters Creek and used to recharge the well fields. In
addition, the watershed yields about 70 Ac.Ft./Yr. of runoff. The amount of water that
would recharge the well fields would increase from approximately 70 Ac. Ft./Yr. to
approximately 485 Ac. Ft./Yr. with implementation of Phase II of the project. The amount of
effluent is expected to increase over time, however, with the addition of flow from Hanover
and other communities to the regional wastewater treatment plant.

If the reservoir is constructed, then inflow will also be 485 Ac. Ft./Yr., but approximately 126
Ac. Ft./Yr. could be lost to evaporation, leaving about 359 Ac. Ft./Yr. for recharging the well
fields. Construction of Phase IV has the potential to create additional wetland and riparian
fridge habitat around the new reservoir. The reservoir would also provide a drinking water
for numerous wildlife species.

g. Others

The Shomaker report states that the full amount of effluent from the City of Bayard Waste
Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) can be utilized to affectively recharge the Bayard and Santa
Clara well fields. The project would not require an aquifer storage and recovery permit
application with the NMOSE because the current water rights exceed water supply. The
recharge project would help the Village of Santa Clara and the City of Bayard to use their
existing water rights. The geologic units underlying the three proposed reservoir sites
consist of low permeability of rocks that would limit seepage from the reservoir footprint.
No significant seepage is expected.

The reaches of Twin Sisters and Cameron Creeks proposed for recharge are hydraulically
connected to the Lone Mountain Aquifer system (see attached report by Shomaker). Water
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levels in the Bayard supply wells have historically responded to infiltrated storm water along
Cameron Creek. The coarse grained stream bed sediments and limited aquifer thickness
and extent make for very efficient recharge with minimal losses to overland flow and
evaporation. The treated effluent is expected to fully infiltrate along the drainages between
Fort Bayard and the Bayard well field.

7. List those supporting the application, including federal, state, and local government
entities; Indian nations, tribes or pueblos; irrigation or conservation districts; non
profit organization; and other entities.

A regional effort is being made to include all regional stakeholders.

8. Describe whether the proposal would benefit one or more than one of the counties in
the Southwest New Mexico Planning Region – Catron, Grant, Hidalgo, and/or Luna
Counties.

Although the project area is in Grant County, in closer proximity to Santa Clara and Bayard, a
reservoir for recreation can be utilized by all residents in the four county area. Surrounding
recreational lakes create the same opportunity with easier access as well as opportunity for
Economic Development centered on these same recreational uses. By creating a recharge
project in the Twin Sisters Creek area, water needs can be alleviated for Bayard and Santa Clara
increasing availability of water for Economic Development and a potential small Industrial Park
located within the project area. By meeting water demands and increasing availability of utility
infrastructure will also increase the tri city area and the surrounding area’s capacity for
development while maintaining a healthy watershed. This will benefit the users of the Mimbres
Basin (Grant and Luna counties).

9. Describe whether the proposal would support economic growth or benefit more than
one of the following interests in the Southwest New Mexico Planning Region –
agriculture, ranching, municipal, recreational, or other (specify).

The copper mining industry, upon which Grant County is highly dependent for employment of
its residents, as well as residents of adjoining counties of Luna and Hidalgo, continues to decline.
Jobs have been lost. Between 1980 and 2010 the population declined approximately 9%. The
County is in need of economic development.

The Cron Ranch well, which is a major production well for the Freeport McMoran Cobre Mines
Division, sets within the same well field area as the Bayard and Santa Clara wells. Recharging of
the well field with this project will aid in providing a sustainable water supply for the mines.
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In addition to providing for the sustainability of water sources for the communities of Bayard,
Santa Clara and Ft. Bayard this project will provide recreational facilities and increase the
attractiveness of Grant County as a tourist destination. Other funds will be used to develop
roads, trails, an RV Park, camping and picnic facilities.
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SUMMARIES OF REPORTS RELATED TO CITY OF BAYARD TIER 2 APPLICATIONS 

Based on our original scope of work for this project, BHI reviewed, summarized and 

commented on the following reports which relate to the City of Bayard Tier 2 AWSA 

application, which was subsequently withdrawn. 

CITY OF BAYARD NEW MEXICO PHASE 2 EFFLUENT REUSE PROJECT, PRELIMINARY 
ENGINEERING REPORT MARCH 2010, TRUMM ENGINEERING

The objectives of this (PER) report were to evaluate alternatives for reuse of treated 

effluent from the Bayard WWTP.  The report includes historic, current and predicted demands 

on water resources in the area, identification of additional treatment needed for reuse, 

evaluation of the most cost effective alternatives for associated infrastructure, discussion of 

regulations, preliminary cost estimates, and recommendations for phasing.  The report 

provides a base document for the Environmental Information Document to meet the 

requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  The EID was issued in March 

2012.

This report is formatted under the guidelines outlined in USDA Rural Development 

Bulletins 1780-2 and 1780-3.  The report includes general background information, 

description of the project planning area including environmental resources, population trends 

and growth areas, a description of the existing facilities including the history, physical and 

financial condition, a discussion of the need for the project and how it will help accommodate 

future growth and other needs, a description of alternatives and comparison of those 

alternatives, description of the proposed project with operating and maintenance costs and 

capital costs, conclusions and recommendations.  The report also includes a summary of 

utility rates and revenues, and the existing debt schedule. 

The PER discusses information previously documented in the Southwest New Mexico 

Regional Water Plan (SWNMRWP).  A few important points from this section of the PER are 

summarized below: 

 Because groundwater levels in the Bayard well field have declined more than 2.50 ft 

per year, a limit set by the Office of the State Engineer, new water rights cannot be 

appropriated for the block containing the Bayard well field.  This does not preclude 

the purchase within the block of additional water rights. 

 Estimated drawdowns indicate that the existing well fields for Bayard and Santa 

Clara will not be capable of meeting demands through 2040.  Deepening the wells 
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to maintain production is not practical due to the relatively small saturated thickness 

of the aquifers. 

 The City of Bayard has a total of 472 AF of active water rights. 

 The Village of Santa Clara has approximately 514 AF of active water rights. 

Approximately 242 AF of this total are associated with the Twin Sisters infiltration 

gallery which produces an estimated 10 AF of water annually. 

 The Fort Bayard Medical Center water system is supplied by a series of nineteen 

springs located upgradient from the facility grounds.  The supply supports the 

hospital and other buildings, and irrigation water for approximately 75 acres of 

facility grounds, including the national cemetery. 

 Water rights for Fort Bayard were granted by Congress in 1866 (64.3 AF) and again 

in 1900 (217.7 AF).  In 1965, the property was transferred from the federal 

government to the State of New Mexico; therefore water rights for Fort Bayard 

belong to the State of New Mexico.  

 Water rights for the Town of Hurley are owned by the mine.  It may be desirable in 

the future for the town to consider reuse water for non-potable uses; however 

currently the Town of Hurley is not party to the Joint Powers Agreement for the 

Bayard WWTP. 

 Water demand estimated for 2007-2008 for Bayard, Hurley, Santa Clara and Fort 

Bayard is 659 AFY.  The demand projected for 2010 (SWNMRWP) for the mining 

district is 670 AFY. 

 In the project planning area, there will be approximately 370 AFY of treated 

wastewater effluent available for use. 

It is proposed to use effluent for irrigation of a number of locations, some of which 

require Class 1A effluent.  In order to meet the standards for Class 1A effluent, filtration will 

need to be added to the WWTP process.  Three alternatives for filtration are discussed in the 

report:  conventional gravity, disk filters, and membrane filters. 

The following effluent disposal options were considered: 

 Spray Irrigation 

 Percolation/Evaporation Ponds 

 Discharge to Cameron Creek 

Overall, disposal of effluent is not desirable as water is a scarce research in this arid 

area.
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The following effluent storage options were considered: 

 Continued discharge to Chino Mino 

 Plant Ground Storage in the form of a 500,000 gallon tank at the WWTP 

 Storage Ponds – storage of the entire effluent reuse production would require 25 

acres of ponds at 20 ft depth.  Storage of a 90 day supply would take about eight 

acres of ponds. 

Alternatives were scored based on the following criteria:  regulatory compliance, 

expandability, site efficiency and constructability, Operation & Maintenance, Public 

Acceptance, and Cost Considerations.  Based on the scoring, the three treatment options 

were very close and all viable.  A recommendation was made for cloth disk filter equipment. 

For disposal options, the report selected continued discharge to Chino Mine.   

The recommended option therefore, was construction of disk filtration and irrigation on 

identified reuse areas, in combination with discharge to Chino Mine.  The locations that were 

identified for effluent reuse were a proposed expansion of the cemetery, and ball field at Snell 

Middle School and Bayard Elementary and ball fields adjacent to those schools. 

The recommended alternative will be comprised of the following elements: 

 Effluent reuse equipment building – filters, tank pumps, effluent pumps, disinfection, 

polymer feed equipment 

 Ground storage tank – 500,000 gallons  

 Yard piping at WWTP 

 Transmission lines and appurtenances for the reuse of effluent as irrigation 

The costs estimated for the components of the recommended project are as follows. 

These costs include construction, construction contingency, NMGRT, engineering, and 

construction observation. 

 Transmission line and 500,000 gallon tank - $1,227,504 

 Cloth Disk Filter Building - $3,198,145 

CITY OF BAYARD, NEW MEXICO REGIONAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 
MASTER PLAN, MOLZEN-CORBIN & ASSOCIATES, APRIL 1998 

 The average per capita daily winter water use was 88.8 gallons for Bayard based on 

data from 1991 through 1995.  Santa Clara winter water use averaged 76 gpcd over 

the period 1995 to 1997. 

 Peak WWTP flow was 1.67 X the average flow of 0.45 MGD. 
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 Projected WWTP flow for year 2020 was 0.524 MGD (Bayard, Santa Clara and Fort 

Bayard). 

 Projected WWTP flow for the region including the above plus Hurley, Arenas Valley, 

Hanover/Fierra, North Hurley and Vanadium was 0.953 MGD. 

 Water use data for Cobre Independent Schools showed that turf irrigation consumed 

44-49 in. per year or about 4 AFY per acre of irrigated turf. 

The report identified several sites for irrigation reuse:  Grant County Park Future ball 

fields, Fort Bayard State Hospital landscaping, Santa Clara Elementary School ball fields, 

Cobre High School ball fields, Bayard Elementary School ball fields, Snell Middle School ball 

fields, Ernie Christian Field.  Total estimated demand was 191.5 AFY per the Table on page 

8-1 in the report.  The assumed acreages do not appear to be given in the report. 

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES JOB NO. 1-10909 FILTER/PUMP BUILDING AND 
200,000 GALLON WATER TANK, BAYARD, NEW MEXICO, TRUMM ENGINEERING OCTOBER 
2011

This report presents the findings of a geotechnical engineering investigation for 

proposed additions to the wastewater treatment plant in Bayard, NM.  The objectives of the 

investigation were to 1) evaluate the nature and engineering properties of the subsurface soils 

underlying the site, and 2) provide recommendations for foundations design, slab support, 

and criteria for site grading. 

The proposed construction upon which this report was based was filling of an existing 

lagoon and building a new filter/pump building and a 200,000 gallon welded steel water tank.  

The size of the tank mentioned in this report is inconsistent with the size given in the Trumm 

Preliminary Engineering Report, which is based on a 500,000 gallon tank. 

The geotechnical investigation included excavation of two test pits to a depth of 

approximately six feet below existing grade.  The soils encountered were examined, visually 

classified and logged.  These samples were tested in the laboratory to determine certain 

engineering properties of the soils. 

In general, the geotechnical investigation found that some of the near surface soils 

underlying the site are low in relative density, presenting the potential for excessive 

settlements of footings and floor slabs, particularly upon significant moisture increase.  It was 

recommended that the upper 1.5 ft of existing soils be overexcavated beneath the proposed 

structures and be replaced with structural fill.  Overexcavation should extend laterally from the 

perimeters of the proposed structures a distance equal to the depth of fill beneath their bases.  

Careful moisture protection of the supporting soils is an important design consideration and 
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should be reflected in the overall site grading and drainage details as recommended in this 

report.

Specific recommendations included in this report should be incorporated into the design 

of the improvements at the Bayard WWTP.  In addition, a supplement to this report should be 

prepared to address recommendations for a larger tank if that larger tank size is selected. 

CITY OF BAYARD, NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA WATER SETTLEMENT ACT TIER 2 FUNDING 
PROPOSAL, DATED DECEMBER 14, 2011, BY TRUMM ENGINEERING – MBI, INC. 

This application is based on the Preliminary Engineering Report summarized in Section 

III.C. above, and contains excerpts from the PER and also excerpts from the Environmental 

Information Document that is associated with the project.  The proposal makes the following 

points: 

 The City of Bayard Phase 2 Effluent Reuse Project will extend water supply for the 

area through conservation. 

 The source of water will be treated effluent from the Bayard WWTP. 

 The report states that the plant currently produces 470 AFY of effluent, with a future 

production of 670 AFY.  This does not appear consistent with the following 

statement “So, 560 AFY of highly treated wastewater will be made available with the 

implementation of the proposed project.” (p. 1 of 13) 

 The proposed facilities for the project are: 1) new effluent reuse/filter pump building 

at the WWTP, 2) plant site yard piping, 3) 200,000 gallon storage tank, , and 4) 

6500 ft of transmission lines. 

 The estimated cost of the proposed project is $3.575 million for construction and 

$334,475 for engineering project administration and construction observation. 

 The estimated on-going administrative, operational and maintenance costs will be 

$38,545 per year. 

 Environmental compliance activities completed to date include the submittal of the 

EID to USDA RD and NMED and one public meeting (held December 2010).  No 

specific costs related to environmental mitigation and restoration have been 

identified. 

 The AWSA funding sought for the project is $4 million. 

 The construction time is estimated at 12 months. 

 Potential revenues from the project through sales of treated effluent are $230,000 to 

$280,000 per year. 
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The expected irrigation demand is tabulated in the summaries included in the report.  

The total annual demand for the ball fields, golf course and cemetery is 177 AFY.  With the 

addition of a new golf course, the expected demand is 374 AFY. 
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Table C 1: Curve Numbers

LU Value Description A B C D
11 Open Water 100 100 100 100
21 Developed, Open Space 49 69 79 84
22 Developed, Low Intensity 54 70 80 85
23 Developed, Medium Intensity 61 75 83 87
24 Developed, High Intensity 77 85 90 92
31 Barren Land (Rock/Sand/Clay) 77 86 91 94
41 Deciduous Forest 35 48 57 63
42 Evergreen Forest 43 58 73 80
52 Shrub/Scrub 55 72 81 86
71 Grassland/Herbacious 55 71 81 89
90 Woody Wetlands 100 100 100 100
95 Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands 100 100 100 100

Reference: report section IV.A.3.

P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\Reservoir_VolumesAMS.xlsx
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Table C-2: Verification of Voume Calculations - Iterations 1 & 2

Surface:
Reservoir site 1 (Twin 

Sisters Creek, Max 
Elev = 6100)

Reservoir site 2 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev=6090)

Reservoir Site 3 
(Cameron Creek, Max 

Elev=6100)
BHI Volume (ft3) 87895089.9 149761757 2982265.7

BHI Volume (AC-FT) 2017.8 3438.1 68.5
Shomaker Volume (AC-FT) 1856.0 3297.0 52.9

% Difference 8.7 4.3 29.4

Surface: Using TIN from State Data

Reservoir site 1 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev = 6100)

Reservoir site 2 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev=6090)

Reservoir Site 3 
(Cameron Creek, Max 

Elev=6100)

Reservoir Site 4 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev =6080)2

BHI Volume (ft3) 75035715.2 132501444.5 1792786.3 618114618.0
BHI Volume (AC-FT) 1722.6 3041.8 41.2 14190.0

Shomaker Volume (AC-FT) 1856.0 3297.0 52.9 N/A
% Difference 7.2 7.7 22.2 N/A

BHI Surface Area (ft2) 3712422.2 5484934.4 251625.7 13877063.2
BHI Surface Area (AC) 85.2 125.9 5.8 318.6
Evap. Rate1 (inches/yr) 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
Evap. Rate1 (feet/yr) 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2
Evap. Rate (AF/Year) 355.1 524.7 24.1 1327.4
Notes:
1. Evaporation Rate from Gross Annual Evaporation Rate map USGS 1972

2. Site 4 was only evaluated by BHI and not by JSAI

DEM provided by ISC

P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\Reservoir_VolumesAMS.xlsx(volume check)12/5/2013
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Table C-3: Verification of Voume Calculations - Iteration 3

Surface: Using TIF surface from State Data, **ASSUMED AS SURFACE FOR CALCULATIONS FOR BHI**
CHECK WITH ELEVATION SURFACE ( P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Programs\ArcGIS\Layer Files\Elevation.tif)

Reservoir site 1 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev = 6100)

Reservoir site 2 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev=6090)

Reservoir Site 3 
(Cameron Creek, Max 

Elev=6100)

Reservoir Site 4 (Twin 
Sisters Creek, Max 

Elev =6080)2

BHI Volume (ft3) 71278609 130508372.3 1612959.78 614323814.1
BHI Volume (AC-FT) 1636.3 2996.1 37.0 14102.9

Shomaker Volume (AC-FT) 1856.0 3297.0 52.9 N/A
% Difference 11.8 9.1 30.0 N/A

BHI Surface Area (ft2) 3558942.598 5437808.94 229051.74 13874488.23
BHI Surface Area (AC) 81.7 124.8 5.3 318.5
Evap. Rate1 (inches/yr) 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
Evap. Rate1 (feet/yr) 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2
Evap. Rate (AF/Year) 340.4 520.1 21.9 1327.1
Notes:

1. Evaporation Rate from Gross Annual Evaporation Rate map USGS 1972
2. Site 4 was only evaluated by BHI and not by JSAI

P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\Reservoir_VolumesAMS.xlsx(volume check)12/5/2013
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P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\TC.xls 9/26/2013 1 / 1

Time of Concentration Calculations for Twin Sisters and Cameron Basins
Near Fort Bayard, NM
BHI No: 20130326
Prepared By: Emile Kareem Saint-Lot
Date: 09/25/2013 Color Key

Input Calculation

**Calculations reference NMSHTD Drainage Manual Vol. 1 Hydrology 1995 (pg 3-49 - 3-80).**

Basin Area Area   
Upstream 

Elev.
Downstream 

Elev. 
Channel 

Slope
Channel 
Length

Upland 
length

Upstream 
Elev.

Downstream 
Elev. 

Upland 
Slope

Sheet 
Length

Shallow 
Length

Sheet 
Vel

Shallow 
Vel

Upland 
Tc

Arroyo 
Length

Upstream 
Elev.

Downstream 
Elev. 

Arroyo 
Slope

Arroyo 
Tc

Total    
Tc AdjustedTc Lag Time

(ac) (SQ MI) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (min) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (min) (hr) (hr) (min)
Notes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Twin Sisters 7,341.13                   11.47 8640.69 6003.00 0.0497 53111 2342 8640.69 8056.22 0.2495 400 1942 1.90 6.50 8.49 50769 8056 6003 0.04 112.66 2.02 2.02 72.69
Cameron 11,591.32                 18.11 8543.63 6070.53 0.0557 44427 1553 8543.63 7757.79 0.5060 400 1153 2.50 9.50 4.69 42874 7758 6071 0.04 99.96 1.74 1.74 62.79

Notes:
1 Area derived from ARC-View feature class (P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Programs\ArcGIS\CNGrid\cngrid.gdb\Subwatershed_Smooth).  This file was generated using the Spatial Analyst extension and the Arc-Hydro 10 Tool.
2 = Area(ac) / 640
3 Elevations taken from USGS Grid File (10 meter grid) data set, converted to Feet.

4 Elevations taken from USGS Grid File (10 meter grid) data set, converted to Feet.
5 Average drainage path slope, top of basin to outfall

= [Upstream Elev (3) - Downstream Elev (4) ] / Channel Length (6)
6 Longest flow path length.  Determined using Arc-Hydro 10 Tool and Spatial Analyst extension.

P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Programs\ArcGIS\CNGrid\cngrid.gdb\LongestFlowPath_Smooth
7 The flow path distance upstream of the USGS Quad Map Blue River / Stream lines along the flow path.
8 Elevation at the upstream end of the upland flow region.  This elevation should equal the overall longest flow path upstream elevation (#3)
9 Approximate elevation along the flow path where the flow regime changes from shallow flow to arroyo flow.  Taken from the USGS Grid File (10 meter grid) data set.

10 = [Upstream Elev (8) - Downstream Elev (9)] / Upland Length (7)
11 Sheet length is assumed to be the first 400 ft of the watercourse per Problem No. 2 on pg 3-46 of NMSHTD Drainage Manual (1995).
12  = Upland Length (7) - Sheet Length (11)
13 Sheet Velocity (Overland Flow) is determined using NMDOT Fig. 3-10.  nomorgraph.  NMDOT Upland Method for ground type between heavy ground litter and minimum tillage cultivation 
14 Shallow Velocity is determined using NMDOT Fig. 3-10.  nomorgraph. NMDOT Upland Method for ground type between alluvial fans in western mountain regions and grassed waterways
15 Upland Time of Concentraiton

The Upland Method was used to calculate the Tc for Upland Flow per direction of Table 3-6 pg 3-31 NMSHTD Drainage Manual.  
= Sheet Length / Sheet Vel. / 60  + Shallow Length / Shallow Vel. / 60  
=(L15/N15/60+M15/O15/60)

16 Arroyo length is the length of flow path which coinsides roughly with the USGS Quad Map Blue River / Stream Lines
17 Approximate elevation along the flow path where the flow regime changes from shallow flow to arroyo flow.  Taken from the USGS Grid File (10 meter grid) data set.

Must equal (9)
18 Elevation along the flow path at the outfall of the drainage basin.  Taken from USGS Grid File (10 meter grid) data set, converted to Feet. 
19 = [Upstream Elev (17) - Downstream Elev (18)] / Upland Length (16)
20 Arroyo Time of Concentration, NMDOT Hydrology, pg. 3-34, eqn. 3-18

The Kirpich Formula was used to calculate Tc for arroyo flow reaches. 
 = 0.0078 x (Arroyo Length)^0.77 x (Arroyo Slope)^-0.385

21 Sum of the Upland and Arroyo Flow Time of Concentration
= [Upland Tc + Arroyo Tc]  /60

22 Adjusted Tc
Ensures that the total Tc is greater than or equal to 10 minutes.  (per NMDOT Drainage Manual pg 3-44)

23 Arroyo Lag Time, NMDOT Hydrology, pg. 3-80, eqn. 3-99
TL=0.6xTc

Time of ConcentrationCalculations Lag Time CalculationsGullied FlowUpland Flow 
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NOAA Atlas 14, Volume 1, Version 5
Location name: Silver City, New Mexico, US* 

Coordinates: 32.8427, -108.1682
Elevation: 6721ft*
* source: Google Maps

POINT PRECIPITATION FREQUENCY ESTIMATES

Sanja Perica, Sarah Dietz, Sarah Heim, Lillian Hiner, Kazungu Maitaria, Deborah Martin, Sandra 
Pavlovic, Ishani Roy, Carl Trypaluk, Dale Unruh, Fenglin Yan, Michael Yekta, Tan Zhao, Geoffrey 

Bonnin, Daniel Brewer, Li-Chuan Chen, Tye Parzybok, John Yarchoan

NOAA, National Weather Service, Silver Spring, Maryland

PF_tabular | PF_graphical | Maps_&_aerials

PF tabular
PDS-based point precipitation frequency estimates with 90% confidence intervals (in inches)1

Duration
Average recurrence interval (years)

1 2 5 10 25 50 100 200 500 1000

5-min 0.235
(0.207-0.267)

0.303
(0.267-0.345)

0.400
(0.351-0.453)

0.475
(0.416-0.537)

0.573
(0.499-0.645)

0.649
(0.564-0.732)

0.729
(0.630-0.821)

0.810
(0.698-0.915)

0.917
(0.780-1.04)

1.00
(0.847-1.14)

10-min 0.358
(0.315-0.407)

0.461
(0.406-0.524)

0.608
(0.535-0.689)

0.722
(0.634-0.816)

0.871
(0.760-0.982)

0.988
(0.858-1.11)

1.11
(0.959-1.25)

1.23
(1.06-1.39)

1.40
(1.19-1.58)

1.53
(1.29-1.73)

15-min 0.444
(0.390-0.504)

0.571
(0.504-0.650)

0.754
(0.663-0.854)

0.895
(0.786-1.01)

1.08
(0.942-1.22)

1.23
(1.06-1.38)

1.38
(1.19-1.55)

1.53
(1.32-1.73)

1.73
(1.47-1.96)

1.89
(1.60-2.14)

30-min 0.598
(0.525-0.679)

0.769
(0.678-0.875)

1.02
(0.893-1.15)

1.21
(1.06-1.36)

1.46
(1.27-1.64)

1.65
(1.43-1.86)

1.85
(1.60-2.09)

2.06
(1.77-2.33)

2.33
(1.98-2.64)

2.55
(2.15-2.89)

60-min 0.739
(0.649-0.840)

0.952
(0.839-1.08)

1.26
(1.11-1.42)

1.49
(1.31-1.69)

1.80
(1.57-2.03)

2.04
(1.77-2.30)

2.29
(1.98-2.58)

2.55
(2.19-2.88)

2.88
(2.45-3.26)

3.16
(2.66-3.57)

2-hr 0.867
(0.774-0.980)

1.11
(0.992-1.25)

1.46
(1.30-1.64)

1.74
(1.54-1.95)

2.12
(1.86-2.37)

2.42
(2.11-2.70)

2.73
(2.37-3.06)

3.06
(2.63-3.42)

3.51
(2.98-3.92)

3.87
(3.26-4.34)

3-hr 0.936
(0.845-1.05)

1.19
(1.07-1.34)

1.54
(1.38-1.72)

1.82
(1.63-2.03)

2.21
(1.96-2.46)

2.53
(2.22-2.81)

2.85
(2.49-3.16)

3.20
(2.77-3.55)

3.66
(3.13-4.08)

4.04
(3.42-4.51)

6-hr 1.09
(0.984-1.21)

1.37
(1.24-1.53)

1.75
(1.57-1.94)

2.05
(1.84-2.28)

2.46
(2.20-2.73)

2.79
(2.48-3.09)

3.13
(2.76-3.47)

3.49
(3.04-3.87)

3.96
(3.41-4.40)

4.35
(3.70-4.85)

12-hr 1.30
(1.17-1.46)

1.64
(1.47-1.83)

2.07
(1.85-2.32)

2.41
(2.15-2.69)

2.87
(2.54-3.21)

3.23
(2.84-3.61)

3.61
(3.15-4.03)

3.99
(3.46-4.46)

4.49
(3.86-5.03)

4.90
(4.16-5.50)

24-hr 1.58
(1.46-1.71)

1.96
(1.82-2.13)

2.44
(2.25-2.65)

2.82
(2.60-3.05)

3.33
(3.06-3.60)

3.73
(3.41-4.02)

4.13
(3.77-4.46)

4.54
(4.12-4.90)

5.08
(4.58-5.49)

5.51
(4.93-5.95)

2-day 1.80
(1.67-1.94)

2.24
(2.08-2.43)

2.78
(2.57-3.00)

3.20
(2.96-3.47)

3.78
(3.49-4.08)

4.22
(3.88-4.56)

4.67
(4.28-5.06)

5.13
(4.68-5.56)

5.75
(5.20-6.25)

6.22
(5.59-6.79)

3-day 1.96
(1.82-2.12)

2.44
(2.27-2.65)

3.03
(2.81-3.27)

3.49
(3.23-3.78)

4.12
(3.80-4.45)

4.60
(4.23-4.98)

5.10
(4.67-5.51)

5.59
(5.10-6.06)

6.27
(5.68-6.82)

6.78
(6.10-7.40)

4-day 2.12
(1.97-2.30)

2.65
(2.46-2.87)

3.27
(3.04-3.54)

3.78
(3.50-4.08)

4.45
(4.12-4.82)

4.98
(4.59-5.39)

5.52
(5.06-5.97)

6.06
(5.52-6.56)

6.79
(6.15-7.38)

7.34
(6.61-8.01)

7-day 2.55
(2.38-2.75)

3.18
(2.96-3.42)

3.91
(3.65-4.21)

4.49
(4.18-4.82)

5.27
(4.89-5.66)

5.86
(5.42-6.30)

6.46
(5.96-6.95)

7.06
(6.48-7.61)

7.86
(7.16-8.49)

8.47
(7.67-9.17)

10-day 2.91
(2.71-3.13)

3.63
(3.38-3.91)

4.47
(4.16-4.82)

5.14
(4.78-5.53)

6.04
(5.59-6.49)

6.73
(6.21-7.24)

7.43
(6.83-8.00)

8.14
(7.45-8.77)

9.08
(8.25-9.81)

9.80
(8.85-10.6)

20-day 4.05
(3.78-4.34)

5.04
(4.71-5.42)

6.16
(5.74-6.62)

7.00
(6.52-7.52)

8.10
(7.53-8.70)

8.92
(8.27-9.58)

9.72
(8.99-10.5)

10.5
(9.68-11.3)

11.5
(10.6-12.4)

12.3
(11.2-13.3)

30-day 5.04
(4.74-5.39)

6.28
(5.89-6.72)

7.61
(7.13-8.14)

8.61
(8.06-9.20)

9.88
(9.23-10.6)

10.8
(10.1-11.5)

11.7
(10.9-12.5)

12.6
(11.6-13.5)

13.7
(12.6-14.7)

14.5
(13.3-15.5)

45-day 6.29
(5.89-6.69)

7.80
(7.31-8.32)

9.36
(8.76-9.99)

10.5
(9.82-11.2)

11.9
(11.1-12.7)

12.9
(12.1-13.8)

13.9
(12.9-14.8)

14.8
(13.7-15.8)

15.9
(14.7-17.1)

16.8
(15.4-18.0)

60-day 7.38
(6.93-7.87)

9.17
(8.61-9.79)

11.0
(10.3-11.7)

12.3
(11.6-13.2)

14.0
(13.1-14.9)

15.1
(14.1-16.2)

16.2
(15.1-17.3)

17.2
(16.0-18.4)

18.5
(17.1-19.8)

19.3
(17.8-20.8)

1 Precipitation frequency (PF) estimates in this table are based on frequency analysis of partial duration series (PDS).
Numbers in parenthesis are PF estimates at lower and upper bounds of the 90% confidence interval. The probability that precipitation frequency estimates (for a 
given duration and average recurrence interval) will be greater than the upper bound (or less than the lower bound) is 5%. Estimates at upper bounds are not 
checked against probable maximum precipitation (PMP) estimates and may be higher than currently valid PMP values.
Please refer to NOAA Atlas 14 document for more information.

Back to Top

PF graphical

Page 1 of 1Precipitation Frequency Data Server

http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/pfds_printpage.html?lat=32.8427&lon=-108.1682&dat
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P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\20130326 NMRAIN - Saint-Lot.xlsx(Unit Hydrograph) 9/26/2013

NMSHTD DRAINAGE MANUAL
File = 20130326 NMRAIN - Saint-Lot.xlsx

Project Location: 
CN #: 77

Computed by: Emile Kareem Saint-Lot
Date: 9/23/2013

BHI Project #: 20130326

NOAA Zone 2     Return Period for Rainfall Distribution: 100 Year
Average Elevation 6721 feet

2-year 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year 500-year
6-hour 1.37 1.75 2.05 2.46 2.79 3.13 3.96
24-hour 1.96 2.44 2.82 3.33 3.73 4.13 5.08

2-year 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year 500-year Time (hr)
5-min 0.258 0.351 0.416 0.491 0.565 0.663 0.819 0.083
10-min 0.401 0.545 0.646 0.762 0.877 1.028 1.271 0.167
15-min 0.508 0.691 0.819 0.965 1.111 1.302 1.610 0.25
30-min 0.704 0.957 1.134 1.337 1.540 1.805 2.231 0.5
60-min 0.891 1.212 1.436 1.693 1.949 2.285 2.825 1

2-hr 1.055 1.396 1.646 1.955 2.237 2.574 3.213 2
3-hr 1.165 1.520 1.787 2.132 2.430 2.768 3.474 3
6-hr 1.370 1.750 2.050 2.460 2.790 3.130 3.960 6
12-hr 1.665 2.095 2.435 2.895 3.260 3.630 4.520 12
24-hr 1.960 2.440 2.820 3.330 3.730 4.130 5.080 24

2-year 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year 100-year
5-min 3.101 4.217 4.998 5.890 6.783 7.952 9.830
10-min 2.406 3.271 3.877 4.570 5.262 6.169 7.627
15-min 2.032 2.763 3.274 3.859 4.444 5.210 6.440
30-min 1.408 1.914 2.269 2.674 3.079 3.610 4.463
60-min 0.891 1.212 1.436 1.693 1.949 2.285 2.825

2-hr 0.527 0.698 0.823 0.978 1.118 1.287 1.606
3-hr 0.388 0.507 0.596 0.711 0.810 0.923 1.158
6-hr 0.228 0.292 0.342 0.410 0.465 0.522 0.660
12-hr 0.139 0.175 0.203 0.241 0.272 0.303 0.377
24-hr 0.082 0.102 0.118 0.139 0.155 0.172 0.212

Intensity - Duration - Frequency (IDF) Table

Near Fort Bayard, NM

Rainfall Depths in Inches

Depth - Duration - Frequency (DDF) Table
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P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\20130326 NMRAIN - Saint-Lot.xlsx(100yr) 9/26/2013

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

n
Time 

(duration) 
(hrs)

Cumulative 
Depth 

(inches)

Incremental 
Depth 

(inches)

Hyetograph 
time period 

(hrs)

Rearranged 
n

Incremental 
Depth 

(inches)

Cumulative 
Depth 

(inches)
0 0.0 0.00
1 0.25 1.30 1.30 0-1.0 19 0.08 0.08
2 0.5 1.81 0.50 1.0-2.0 17 0.08 0.17
3 0.75 2.05 0.24 2.0-3.0 15 0.08 0.25
4 1.0 2.28 0.24 3.0-4.0 13 0.12 0.37
5 1.25 2.36 0.07 4.0-4.5 11 0.06 0.43
6 1.5 2.43 0.07 4.5-5.0 9 0.10 0.53
7 1.75 2.50 0.07 5.0-5.25 7 0.07 0.60
8 2.0 2.57 0.07 5.25-5.5 5 0.07 0.67
9 2.5 2.67 0.10 5.5-5.75 3 0.24 0.91
10 3.0 2.77 0.10 5.75-6 1 1.30 2.21
11 3.5 2.83 0.06 6.0-6.25 2 0.50 2.72
12 4.0 2.89 0.06 6.25-6.5 4 0.24 2.96
13 5.0 3.01 0.12 6.5-6.75 6 0.07 3.03
14 6.0 3.13 0.12 6.75-7.0 8 0.07 3.10
15 7.0 3.21 0.08 7.0-7.5 10 0.10 3.20
16 8.0 3.30 0.08 7.5-8.0 12 0.06 3.26
17 9.0 3.38 0.08 8.0-9.0 14 0.12 3.38
18 10.0 3.46 0.08 9.0-10.0 16 0.08 3.46
19 11.0 3.55 0.08 10.0-11.0 18 0.08 3.55
20 12.0 3.63 0.08 11.0-12.0 20 0.08 3.63
21 14.0 3.71 0.08 12.0-14.0 21 0.08 3.71
22 16.0 3.80 0.08 14.0-16.0 22 0.08 3.80
23 18.0 3.88 0.08 16.0-18.0 23 0.08 3.88
24 20.0 3.96 0.08 18.0-20.0 24 0.08 3.96
25 22.0 4.05 0.08 20.0-22.0 25 0.08 4.05
26 24.0 4.13 0.08 22.0-24.0 26 0.08 4.13

The Modified NOAA-SCS
Rainfall Distribution Worksheet

for 100 year storm event
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P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\Misc Calcs\TwinandCameronPond.xls
9/26/2013 1/1

Grant County Reservoir Feasibility Study Project # 20130326
DETENTION POND FOR 100-YEAR STORM Prepared By: Emile Kareem Saint-Lot
DATE:  09-25-2013

BOTTOM WIDTH = 1000 BOTTOM WIDTH = 1000
BOTTOM LENGTH = 1500 BOTTOM LENGTH = 1000
SIDE SLOPE = 4:1 SIDE SLOPE = 4:1

Cameron Pond Twin Sisters Pond

ELEV. AREA VOLUME ELEV. AREA VOLUME
(FT) (AC) (AC-FT) (FT) (AC) (AC-FT)
0.0 34.44 0 0.0 22.96 0
0.5 34.67 17 0.5 23.14 12
1.0 34.90 35 1.0 23.33 23
1.5 35.13 52 1.5 23.51 35
2.0 35.36 70 2.0 23.70 47
2.5 35.59 88 2.5 23.88 59
3.0 35.83 105 3.0 24.07 71
3.5 36.06 123 3.5 24.26 83
4.0 36.30 141 4.0 24.45 95
4.5 36.53 160 4.5 24.64 107
5.0 36.77 178 5.0 24.83 119
5.5 37.00 196 5.5 25.02 132
6.0 37.24 215 6.0 25.21 144
6.5 37.48 234 6.5 25.41 157
7.0 37.72 252 7.0 25.60 170
7.5 37.96 271 7.5 25.79 183
8.0 38.20 290 8.0 25.99 196
8.5 38.44 310 8.5 26.19 209
9.0 38.69 329 9.0 26.38 222
9.5 38.93 348 9.5 26.58 235

10.0 39.17 368 10.0 26.78 248
10.5 39.42 387 10.5 26.98 262
11.0 39.66 407 11.0 27.18 275
11.5 39.91 427 11.5 27.38 289
12.0 40.16 447 12.0 27.58 303
12.5 40.40 467 12.5 27.78 317
13.0 40.65 488 13.0 27.98 331
13.5 40.90 508 13.5 28.18 345
14.0 41.15 528 14.0 28.39 359
14.5 41.40 549 14.5 28.59 373
15.0 41.65 570 15.0 28.80 387
15.5 41.90 591 15.5 29.00 402
16.0 42.16 612 16.0 29.21 416
16.5 42.41 633 16.5 29.42 431
17.0 42.67 654 17.0 29.63 446
17.5 42.92 676 17.5 29.83 461
18.0 43.18 697 18.0 30.04 476
18.5 43.43 719 18.5 30.25 491
19.0 43.69 741 19.0 30.47 506
19.5 43.95 762 19.5 30.68 521
20.0 44.21 784 20.0 30.89 537

12212123 3

Re

VAAAAhV

VolumesservoirforMethodConic
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Project: Grant_County Simulation Run: Trial Run 1

Start of Run: 01Jan2000, 00:00 Basin Model: Grant_County
End of Run: 05Jan2000, 00:00 Meteorologic Model: Met-1
Compute Time: 26Sep2013, 07:01:55 Control Specifications: Control 1

Hydrologic
Element

Drainage Area
(MI2)

Peak Discharge
(CFS)

Time of Peak Volume
(AC-FT)

Cameron 18.1 6266.4 01Jan2000, 04:15 1847.8
Cameron_Pond 18.1 1859.4 01Jan2000, 05:45 1841.9
Twin Sisters 11.5 3664.2 01Jan2000, 04:15 1174.0
Twin_Sisters_Pond 11.5 754.1 01Jan2000, 06:30 1168.4
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Computed Results
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Computed Results
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                      WEIR COEFFICIENT = 2.600   X-SECTION DISTANCE = 1.000

 POINT    DIST    ELEV        POINT    DIST    ELEV        POINT    DIST    ELEV
   1.0     0.0    10.0          3.0   480.0     0.0
   2.0    60.0     0.0          4.0   540.0    10.0

      WSEL        DEPTH         FLOW         FLOW         FLOW          TOPWID
                   INC          AREA         RATE          VEL           PLUS
      FT.          FT.         SQ.FT.        (CFS)        (FPS)      OBSTRUCTIONS

      1.000        1.000      426.000     1104.432        2.593        432.000
      2.000        2.000      864.000     3159.169        3.656        444.000
      3.000        3.000     1314.000     5868.654        4.466        456.000
      4.000        4.000     1776.000     9135.257        5.144        468.000
      5.000        5.000     2250.000    12906.469        5.736        480.000
      6.000        6.000     2736.000    17149.437        6.268        492.000
      7.000        7.000     3234.000    21841.915        6.754        504.000
      8.000        8.000     3744.000    26968.113        7.203        516.000
      9.000        9.000     4266.000    32516.483        7.622        528.000
     10.000       10.000     4800.000    38478.429        8.016        540.000
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file:///P|/20130326/WR/Calculations/Misc%20Calcs/Diversion%20Calcs/CameronEmergencySpillwayPMP.txt[9/27/2013 12:04:00 PM]

                      WEIR COEFFICIENT = 2.600   X-SECTION DISTANCE = 1.000

 POINT    DIST    ELEV        POINT    DIST    ELEV        POINT    DIST    ELEV
   1.0     0.0    12.0          3.0   568.0     0.0
   2.0    72.0     0.0          4.0   640.0    12.0

      WSEL        DEPTH         FLOW         FLOW         FLOW          TOPWID
                   INC          AREA         RATE          VEL           PLUS
      FT.          FT.         SQ.FT.        (CFS)        (FPS)      OBSTRUCTIONS

      1.000        1.000      502.000     1302.032        2.594        508.000
      2.000        2.000     1016.000     3718.066        3.660        520.000
      3.000        3.000     1542.000     6895.414        4.472        532.000
      4.000        4.000     2080.000    10716.057        5.152        544.000
      5.000        5.000     2630.000    15115.704        5.747        556.000
      6.000        6.000     3192.000    20053.552        6.282        568.000
      7.000        7.000     3766.000    25501.519        6.772        580.000
      8.000        8.000     4352.000    31439.291        7.224        592.000
      9.000        9.000     4950.000    37851.683        7.647        604.000
     10.000       10.000     5560.000    44727.090        8.044        616.000
     11.000       11.000     6182.000    52056.508        8.421        628.000
     12.000       12.000     6816.000    59832.890        8.778        640.000

Cameron Weir Calculation
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APPENDIX D 
COST ESTIMATES 



GRANT COUNTY
TIER 2 AWSA APPLICATION REVIEW

P:\20130326\WR\Est & Quantities\GrantCounty_Estimate.xlsx [Site 1]
10/16/2013

Appendix D
Page 1 of 6

Table D1:  Cost Estimate for Twin Sisters Reservoir (Max Elevation 6100)
Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount

Construction
Reservoir

1 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $127,850
2 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $51,140
3 Materials Testing 2% % - $51,140
4 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control 1 LS $20,000 $20,000
5 Protection of Project from Stormwater 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
6 Site clearing and grubbing including tree removal and disposal 120 AC $1,000 $120,000
7 Foundation Preparation 21,700 SY $2 $43,400
8 Place and Compact Embankment 199,300 CY $2 $398,600
9 Borrow 0 CY $10 $0

10 Gatehouse and Controls 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
11 Concrete for Emergency Spillway 3,750 CY $500 $1,875,000

RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $2,787,130
Stormwater Detention Improvements

12 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $294,000
13 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $117,600
14 Materials Testing 2% % - $117,600
15 Stormwater Detention Facility 490 AF $12,000 $5,880,000

STORMWATER DETENTION IMPROVEMENTS 
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $6,409,200

Subtotal all construction items $9,196,330
Contingency 20% % $1,839,266

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $11,035,596
Non-Construction

16 Topographic Survey & Mapping (Reservoir Site) 120 AC $250 $30,000
17 Design 6% % $662,136 $662,136
18 Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical Investigations 1 LS $120,000 $120,000
19 Right of Way and Land Acquisition 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
20 Construction Observation and Management 10% % $1,103,560 $1,103,560

NON-CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $1,965,695
Total all Items $13,001,291
NMGRT 7% % $910,090
GRAND TOTAL $13,911,000

This estimate of construction cost is only an opinion. BHI cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction Costs will not vary from this opinion.

Notes: 1. Site 1 includes a 1,054-ft long, 62-ft high embankment with a 25' top width and 4:1 side slopes
2. Land acquisition services to include appraisals, negotiation with owners, preparation and recording of easement agreements.
3. Site clearing and grubbing was measured as the area of the site in P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\programs\arcgis\data\Reservoir Sites.shp
4. Foundation preparation was estimated using area beneath embankment
5. Place and compact embankment volume was calculated as the fill between the proposed embankment and the existing ground
6. Borrow was calculated as the difference between the embankment volume and the excavation volume available at the site
7. Concrete emergency spillway assumed to be 8" thick, 420 feet wide at bottom, 10 feet deep with 6:1 side slopes and extending to downstream toe of dam.



GRANT COUNTY
TIER 2 AWSA APPLICATION REVIEW

P:\20130326\WR\Est & Quantities\GrantCounty_Estimate.xlsx [Site 2]
10/16/2013

Appendix D
Page 2 of 6

Table D2:  Cost Estimate for Twin Sisters Reservoir (Max Elevation 6090)
Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount

Construction
Reservoir

1 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $226,760
2 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $90,704
3 Materials Testing 2% % - $90,704
4 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control 1 LS $20,000 $20,000
5 Protection of Project from Stormwater 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
6 Site clearing and grubbing including tree removal and disposal 170 AC $1,000 $170,000
7 Foundation Preparation 13,200 SY $2 $26,400
8 Place and Compact Embankment 771,900 CY $2 $1,543,800
9 Borrow 0 CY $10 $0

10 Gatehouse and Controls 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
11 Concrete for Emergency Spillway 5,350 CY $500 $2,675,000

RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $4,943,368
Stormwater Detention Improvements

12 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $294,000
13 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $117,600
14 Materials Testing 2% % - $117,600
15 Stormwater Detention Facility 490 AF $12,000 $5,880,000

STORMWATER DETENTION IMPROVEMENTS 
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $6,409,200

Subtotal all construction items $11,352,568
Contingency 20% % $2,270,514

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $13,623,082
Non-Construction

16 Topographic Survey & Mapping (Reservoir Site) 170 AC $250 $42,500
17 Design 6% % $817,385 $817,385
18 Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical Investigations 1 LS $120,000 $120,000
19 Right of Way and Land Acquisition 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
20 Construction Observation and Management 10% % $1,362,308 $1,362,308

NON-CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $2,392,193
Total all Items $16,015,275
NMGRT 7% % $1,121,069
GRAND TOTAL $17,136,000

This estimate of construction cost is only an opinion. BHI cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction Costs will not vary from this opinion.

Notes: 1. Site 2 includes a 1,741-ft long, 91-ft high embankment with a 25' top width and 4:1 side slopes
2. Land acquisition services to include appraisals, negotiation with owners, preparation and recording of easement agreements.
3. Site clearing and grubbing was measured as the area of the site in P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\programs\arcgis\data\Reservoir Sites.shp
4. Foundation preparation was estimated using area beneath embankment
5. Place and compact embankment volume was calculated as the fill between the proposed embankment and the existing ground
6. Borrow was calculated as the difference between the embankment volume and the excavation volume available at the site
7. Concrete emergency spillway assumed to be 8" thick, 420 feet wide at bottom, 10 feet deep with 6:1 side slopes and extending to downstream toe of dam.



GRANT COUNTY
TIER 2 AWSA APPLICATION REVIEW

P:\20130326\WR\Est & Quantities\GrantCounty_Estimate.xlsx [Site 3]
10/16/2013

Appendix D
Page 3 of 6

Table D3:  Cost Estimate for Cameron Creek Reservoir (Max Elevation 6100)
Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount

Construction
Reservoir

1 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $52,186
2 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $20,874
3 Materials Testing 2% % - $20,874
4 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control 1 LS $20,000 $20,000
5 Protection of Project from Stormwater 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
6 Site clearing and grubbing including tree removal and disposal 10 AC $1,000 $10,000
7 Foundation Preparation 8,260 SY $2 $16,520
8 Place and Compact Embankment 23,600 CY $2 $47,200
9 Borrow 0 CY $10 $0

10 Gatehouse and Controls 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
11 Concrete for Emergency Spillway 1,700 CY $500 $850,000

RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $1,137,655
Stormwater Detention Improvements

12 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $340,000
13 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $136,000
14 Materials Testing 2% % - $136,000
15 Stormwater Detention Facility 680 AF $10,000 $6,800,000

STORMWATER DETENTION IMPROVEMENTS 
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $7,412,000

Subtotal all construction items $8,549,655
Contingency 20% % $1,709,931

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $10,259,586
Non-Construction

16 Topographic Survey & Mapping (Reservoir Site) 10 AC $250 $2,500
17 Design 6% % $615,575 $615,575
18 Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical Investigations 1 LS $120,000 $120,000
19 Right of Way and Land Acquisition 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
20 Construction Observation and Management 10% % $1,025,959 $1,025,959

NON-CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $1,814,034
Total all Items $12,073,619
NMGRT 7% % $845,153
GRAND TOTAL $12,919,000

This estimate of construction cost is only an opinion. BHI cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction Costs will not vary from this opinion.

Notes: 1. Site 3 includes a 644-ft long, 20-ft high embankment with a 25' top width and 4:1 side slopes
2. Land acquisition services to include appraisals, negotiation with owners, preparation and recording of easement agreements.
3. Site clearing and grubbing was measured as the area of the site in P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\programs\arcgis\data\Reservoir Sites.shp
4. Foundation preparation was estimated using area beneath embankment
5. Place and compact embankment volume was calculated as the fill between the proposed embankment and the existing ground
6. Borrow was calculated as the difference between the embankment volume and the excavation volume available at the site
7. Concrete emergency spillway assumed to be 8" thick, 496 feet wide at bottom, 12 feet deep with 6:1 side slopes and extending to downstream toe of dam.



GRANT COUNTY
TIER 2 AWSA APPLICATION REVIEW

P:\20130326\WR\Est & Quantities\GrantCounty_Estimate.xlsx [Site 4]
10/16/2013

Appendix D
Page 4 of 6

Table D4:  Cost Estimate for Twin Sisters Reservoir (Max Elevation 6080)
Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount

Construction
Reservoir

1 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $510,820
2 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $204,328
3 Materials Testing 2% % - $204,328
4 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control 1 LS $20,000 $20,000
5 Protection of Project from Stormwater 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
6 Site clearing and grubbing including tree removal and disposal 320 AC $1,000 $320,000
7 Foundation Preparation 211,500 SY $2 $423,000
8 Place and Compact Embankment 2,939,200 CY $2 $5,878,400
9 Borrow 0 CY $10 $0

10 Gatehouse and Controls 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
11 Concrete for Emergency Spillway 6,950 CY $500 $3,475,000

RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $11,135,876
Stormwater Detention Improvements

12 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $294,000
13 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $117,600
14 Materials Testing 2% % - $117,600
15 Stormwater Detention Facility 490 AF $12,000 $5,880,000

STORMWATER DETENTION IMPROVEMENTS 
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $6,409,200

Subtotal all construction items $17,545,076
Contingency 20% % $3,509,015

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $21,054,091
Non-Construction

16 Topographic Survey & Mapping (Reservoir Site) 320 AC $250 $80,000
17 Design 6% % $1,263,245 $1,263,245
18 Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical Investigations 1 LS $120,000 $120,000
19 Right of Way and Land Acquisition 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
20 Construction Observation and Management 10% % $2,105,409 $2,105,409

NON-CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $3,618,655
Total all Items $24,672,746
NMGRT 7% % $1,727,092
GRAND TOTAL $26,400,000

This estimate of construction cost is only an opinion. BHI cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction Costs will not vary from this opinion.

Notes: 1. Site 4 includes a 3,204-ft long, 120-ft high embankment with a 25' top width and 4:1 side slopes
2. Land acquisition services to include appraisals, negotiation with owners, preparation and recording of easement agreements.
3. Site clearing and grubbing was measured as the area of the site in P:\20130326\WR\Calculations\programs\arcgis\data\Reservoir Sites.shp
4. Foundation preparation was estimated using area beneath embankment
5. Place and compact embankment volume was calculated as the fill between the proposed embankment and the existing ground
6. Borrow was calculated as the difference between the embankment volume and the excavation volume available at the site
7. Concrete emergency spillway assumed to be 8" thick, 420 feet wide at bottom, 10 feet deep with 6:1 side slopes and extending to downstream toe of dam.
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Table D5:  Cost Estimate for Pipeline and Booster Station
Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Amount

Construction
1 Mobilization / Demobilization 5% % - $26,138
2 Construction Surveying and Staking 2% % - $10,455
3 Materials Testing 2% % - $10,455
4 14" Pipeline 4,400 LF $85 $374,000
5 Paved Access Road 0.25 MI $85,000 $21,250
6 Booster Pump Station 85 HP $1,500 $127,500

SUBTOTAL $569,798
Contingency 20% % $113,960

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $683,757
Non-Construction

7 Design 6% % $41,025 $41,025
8 Right-of-Way Topographic Survey 1 MI $5,000 $5,000
9 Right-of-Way Easement Development 2 EA $1,500 $3,000

10 Permitting & Environmental Documentation 1 LS $10,000 $10,000
11 Land Acquisition Services 2 EA $2,500 $5,000
12 Land Acquisition 1 LS $50,000 $50,000
13 Construction Observation and Management 10% % $68,376 $68,376

SUBTOTAL $182,401
Total all Items $866,158
NMGRT 7.0000% % $60,631
GRAND TOTAL $927,000

This estimate of construction cost is only an opinion. BHI cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction Costs 
will not vary from this opinion.
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Table D6:  Cost Estimate for Recommended Project

Item Cost
Reservoir Construction $13,623,000
Pipeline and Booster Station Construction $684,000
Design $858,000
Topographic Survey $47,500
Right-of-Way Easement Development $3,000
Permitting, Environmental & Geotechnical Investigations $130,000
Land Acquisition Services $5,000
ROW and Land Acquisition $100,000
Construction Observation and Management $1,431,000
Subtotal $16,881,500
NMGRT $1,182,000
Total $18,063,500
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